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Funding for the Eastham Harbor & Waterways Management Plan was provided by the Massachusetts Seaport
Economic Council, with a local match from the Town of Eastham. “The Seaport Economic Council helps coastal
communities develop and improve local assets to facilitate economic growth. The Seaport Council serves all 78
of Massachusetts’ diverse coastal communities and helps each to use their unique economic assets to grow the
economy and unlock job creation. The Council also awards grants to create jobs and build resilience to climate
change.”
The plan was developed by the Urban Harbors Institute at the University of Massachusetts Boston, with
engineering assessments conducted by the Woods Hole Group.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The 2020 Eastham Harbor and Waterways Management Plan is an important step towards long-term
comprehensive planning for the town’s harbor, landings, beaches, and marine resources.
Developed through a public process and a comprehensive review of past and current projects, this plan
establishes a path to protect and enhance the coastal infrastructure and resources that support commercial and
recreational waterway uses.
The plan is driven by three strategic objectives:




Strategic Objective #1: Maintain and improve the town’s existing infrastructure, access points, and natural
resources.
Strategic Objective #2: Create new opportunities to promote and support commercial and recreational uses
of the harbor, shoreline, and waterways.
Strategic Objective #3: Develop administrative mechanisms to implement the recommendations in this
plan.

Under each strategic objective are a number of goals that support the strategic objective. Recommendations for
each strategic objective outline actions to achieve the goals and objectives and identify potential implementing
entities and funding sources.
The plan’s strategic objectives, goals, and recommendations address topics including water quality and natural
resources, access and infrastructure, commercial and recreational fishing, and economic development. The plan
also includes a recommendation to identify an entity tasked with advancing and tracking implementation and
governance.
Designed to be updated every five to seven years, this plan will serve as a foundation for future planning efforts.
The background information in Appendix B and the engineering assessment in Appendix D describe historic and
existing conditions and will serve as benchmarks for measuring progress in future updates.
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INTRODUCTION
The Town of Eastham received funding from
the Massachusetts Seaport Economic Council in
2018 to develop this Harbor and Waterways
Management Plan focused on assessing and
improving the four main landings in Town: Rock
Harbor, Collins Landing, Hemenway Landing,
and Salt Pond. The general sense among
stakeholders at the time was that the physical
conditions of these sites did not reflect their
cultural or economic significance.
That initial vision for this plan guided much of
the planning context and final
recommendations; however, the planning
process and engineering assessment
illuminated a number of needs and
opportunities beyond improvements to
infrastructure. The result of that planning
process is a strategic plan that addresses
infrastructure improvements, but does so with
a holistic view of the town’s natural and built
coastal resources.
The plan is divided into five sections. This first
section describes the planning process, scope,
strategic objectives, goals, and
recommendations. Appendix A provides
complete details for each recommendation in
this plan, in table format. Appendix B describes
Eastham Harbor and Waterways Management Plan - February 2020
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existing and historic conditions related to the Harbor and Waterway Management Plan. Appendix C is the
proposed charge for a Harbor Plan Implementation Committee. Appendix D is the Woods Hole Group’s
engineering assessment conducted for the town’s four public boat launch sites, which provides an overview of
existing conditions found at each site, a formal evaluation of observed infrastructure, data regarding future
inundation, and general recommendations for improvements.

SCOPE OF THE PLAN
The planning area for the Eastham Harbor and Waterways Management Plan encompasses both the Nauset
Marsh system and the entire bayside shoreline, including Sunken Meadow, Great Pond, and Boat Meadow (see
Figure 1).
The planning area is not a firm boundary, but rather a tool used to focus planning efforts. For some topics, such
as water quality or tourism and economic development, factors outside of the planning area have been taken
into consideration in the development of recommendations, and this information is also reflected in the
background sections in Appendix B. The planning area does not extend onto land owned by the National Park
Service (NPS); however, coordination with the NPS, neighboring municipalities, and other landowners is
encouraged as part of this plan.
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Figure 1: Eastham Harbor and Waterways Management Plan Planning Area
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PLANNING PROCESS

The plan is intended to reflect the needs and opportunities identified by the stakeholders of Eastham’s coastal
areas. As such, the planning process included five public meetings at which stakeholders were able to provide
their input. Stakeholders (e.g., commercial shellfish permit holders, slip holders, mooring permit holders, and
vessel storage users) were notified directly via email, posters at Town Hall and the library, and notices on the
town’s website. Some stakeholders were also contacted via phone. The meeting dates were as follows:
1. March 18, 2019 – Public Forum #1: Plan introduction and initial gathering of input
2. July 29, 2019 – Public Forum #2: Plan update and continued gathering of input, specifically focused on
the assessment of existing infrastructure
3. August 28, 2019 – Commercial fishing public forum #1 (daytime)
4. October 24, 2019 – Commercial fishing public forum #2 (evening)
5. February 5, 2020 – Public Forum #3: Review of draft plan
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A page on the town’s website described the project, with links to presentations, documents, and meeting
announcements. All public meetings were also recorded and aired on Channel 18, the local public access
channel.
Development of the plan was guided by municipal staff:



Shana Brogan, Natural Resource Manager and Conservation Agent for the Town of Eastham
Ryan Nolan, Harbormaster for the Town of Eastham (until August 2019)

and an eight-member Harbor Planning Committee:










Robert Bruns—Chair; Recreational boating community representative
Edward Cestaro—Commercial fishing representative (resigned November 25, 2019)
Peter Covell—Member-at-large
Jonathan Handel—Recreational boating community representative
Christine LaBranche—Recreation Commission representative
Steve LaBranche—Conservation Commission representative (until October 1, 2019)
Steve Mague—Rock Harbor slip holder representative
Edward Schneiderhan—Vice-Chair; Member-at-large
Trent Sullivan—Conservation Commission representative (starting November 18, 2019)

Monthly Committee meetings were open to the public and announced on the town’s website. The committee
meetings and three public forums were also recorded and shown on Channel 18.
The planning team conducted a review of existing municipal and regional plans and scientific reports, and
interviewed municipal employees, representatives from the National Park Service, and other experts. This
resulted in a plan that is consistent with and builds upon past and current planning and research efforts.
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PLAN AUTHORITY
As a municipally approved plan, it is intended that the recommendations of the Eastham Harbor and Waterways
Management Plan will be implemented through a variety of means, such as capital improvements,
administrative objectives, and research. Some of the recommendations will be straightforward to implement,
while others will be more complicated and time consuming, and may require funding, permitting, and/or an
additional public process.
The Harbor Planning Committee recommends that the Town designate a Harbor Plan Implementation
Committee to coordinate and track implementation of the plan. This committee will update the Select Board
annually or as needed via the staff liaison and conduct a comprehensive update of the plan every 5-7 years.
Though not a state-approved municipal harbor plan, this plan was developed in accordance with many of the
planning principles outlined in 301 CMR 23: Review and Approval of Municipal Harbor Plans.
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
The Harbor and Waterways Plan Committee
identified three strategic objectives, each
with corresponding goals and
recommendations to guide implementation
of the plan:






Strategic Objective #1: Maintain and
improve the town’s existing
infrastructure, access points, and
natural resources.
Strategic Objective #2: Create new
opportunities to promote and support
commercial and recreational uses of the
harbor, shoreline, and waterways.
Strategic Objective #3: Develop
administrative mechanisms to
implement the recommendations in this
plan.

Each of the strategic objectives and their
corresponding goals and recommendations
are described below. The order in which
they are presented does not imply priority.
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Strategic Objective #1: Maintain and improve
the town’s existing infrastructure, access
points, and natural resources.
Rock Harbor, Collins Landing, Hemenway Landing, and Salt Pond—and many town beaches, provide important
opportunities to enjoy the shoreline and waterways. Activities range from swimming and sunbathing to
shellfishing to launching and retrieving vessels (including kayaks, stand up paddle boards, and dinghies) for
commercial and recreational purposes.
In April of 2019, Woods Hole Group (WHG) conducted a field assessment of the town’s four landings. During
their assessment (See Appendix D for the full assessment), they identified repairs needed in order to ensure
existing levels of use can be maintained. The deteriorating condition of the concrete retaining walls at Collins
Landing was one of the primary maintenance concerns identified in the WHG assessment. The most degraded
portions of the walls are not on town-owned property, however failure of those areas could lead to damage on
the town-owned portions. The WHG noted the importance of identifying opportunities to work with adjacent
land owners (private, state, federal, and others) to improve resilience of municipal assets, including those found
at Collins Landing.
In addition to maintaining existing infrastructure, the WHG’s assessment identified several opportunities to
improve the sites for purposes detailed below (Additional information is available in Appendix D.)




Water quality: Stormwater collection structures do not exist at Collins Landing or Rock Harbor and are
limited at Hemenway Landing and Salt Pond. Additionally, stormwater from Route 6 is directly
discharged into Salt Pond through drainage structures on the west side of the Pond. This lack of
stormwater management could result in the direct discharge of sediment, nutrients, and other
pollutants which could impair water quality.
Parking and maneuverability of cars, boats, and trailers: The egresses at Collins Landing and Salt Pond
present safety challenges due to limited visibility, steep slopes, and fast-moving traffic on Route 6.
Further, limited parking at Collins Landing, Salt Pond, and Hemenway Landing all restrict the capacity
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and use of these sites. Opportunities to access the Cove are especially limited given the shortage of
trailer parking.
Vessel storage and launching opportunities: While many public beaches allow the storage of kayaks,
and all of the town landings in Nauset Estuary and Town Cove accommodate some form of shore-based
small vessel storage, the demand is greater than the supply. Similarly, demand for dock space at Rock
Harbor is significant, with nearly 110 people on a waitlist for berthing on the Eastham side of Rock
Harbor.
User conflicts: The variety of harbor and waterways users, while important to the culture and economy
of the Town, can also create conflicts and limit options. Conflicts among users is especially evident at
sites like Hemenway, where trailered vessels are launched in close proximity to kayaks.
Safety: It is imperative that boaters be able to safely navigate to the existing landings via the water.
Dredging in Rock Harbor has been conducted (most recently in 2015), in partnership with the Town of
Orleans. Discussions with Orleans about dredging in Nauset harbor are ongoing.

Figure 2: Location of Key Launching Sites in Eastham
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Integrated into this strategic objective about existing landings is the recognition that commercial and
recreational uses of the harbor and waterways depend on a healthy natural environment. As such, this plan
includes goals and recommendations to preserve and restore existing natural resources such as wetlands,
shellfish, and water quality while acting to both maintain and improve existing access. Further, the goals and
recommendations reflect the need to prepare for impacts associated with sea level rise and flooding.

Goals for Strategic Objective #1: Maintain and improve…Outlined below are goals that were
defined in support of this strategy. Note that these goals will be used to drive action items with success
measures and time frames as follow-up to this plan. Also note that these goals are not in priority order.
Goal 1A.

Address the deteriorating conditions of the seawall at Collins Landing.

Goal 1B.

Ensure that ongoing maintenance occurs in order to facilitate safe use and prevent
disrepair.

Goal 1C.

Improve parking at existing sites to promote safety, enhance stormwater filtration, and
increase capacity where appropriate.

Goal 1D.

Reduce user conflicts at launch ramps through increased staffing, enhanced and
streamlined signage, user education, and delineated areas for different users.

Goal 1E.

Extend and resurface/replace the launch ramps at Hemenway and Salt Pond to increase
the utility and longevity of both while providing additional stormwater filtration.

Goal 1F.

Increase capacity for land-based vessel storage.

Goal 1G.

Promote safe navigation through channel marking and dredging.

Goal 1H.

Explore land acquisition, easements, and/or MOUs to expand existing sites in a way that
enhances access while providing other benefits such as shoreline stabilization, habitat
restoration, resiliency, and stormwater filtration.

Goal 1I.

Improve the egresses at Collins Landing and Salt Pond.

Goal 1J.

Explore opportunities for improvements to Rock Harbor.

Goal 1K.

Improve ADA accessibility for public access sites.

Goal 1L.

Preserve visual access.
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Recommendations for Strategic Objective #1: Maintain and improve…
This section outlines recommendations intended to more specifically define ways in which the goals for Strategic
Objective #1 can be achieved. Note that these recommendations are not in priority order.
Recommendation 1.

Feasibility Study—Town Cove Access

Conduct a feasibility study to determine how to modify Collins Landing to improve access to Town Cove while
minimizing environmental impacts. The study should address deteriorating conditions of the concrete bulkhead,
property ownership, sea level rise, water quality, and small recreational powerboat usage. The study should also
explore the potential expansion for parking and vessel storage, and improvements at the intersection with
Route 6, taking into consideration sight lines for landing users and those on Route 6, pedestrian and bike safety,
road runoff and flooding issues. In particular, the concrete bulkhead is critical for site protection and is in urgent
need of repair or replacement as soon as possible. As part of this effort, the plan should consider green and grey
infrastructure options such as the installation of a living shoreline and/or repairing or replacing the seawall.
Potential Implementing Entities:








Adjacent landowners
Conservation Department
Department of Public Works
Engineering/design consultant(s)
Massachusetts Department of Transportation
Natural Resources Department (Harbormaster)
Stakeholders

Potential Funding Sources:



Massachusetts Office of Coastal Zone Management
Massachusetts Seaport Economic Council

Recommendation 2.

Existing Conditions and Site Plans

Develop existing conditions plans for all town landings and beaches to provide baseline data to inform
maintenance and improvement projects. Each plan should include detailed engineering drawings and diagrams
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of the site layout, property lines and abutters, structures, topography, and notable ecological features, including
the extent of coastal resource areas. Once existing conditions plans have been developed, alternatives for
improvements at each location can be drafted, reviewed, and selected. For example, the site plan for Salt Pond
could be used to develop alternatives for improved access from Rt. 6 to explore the addition of parking for
trailers and small vessel storage, to minimize impacts to water quality, to reflect changing sea levels, and to
promote safety for those using the site as well as those on Rt.6.
Potential Implementing Entities:








Conservation Department
Department of Public Works
Engineering consultant(s)
National Park Service
Natural Resources Department (Harbormaster)
Planning Department
Recreation & Beach Department

Potential Funding Sources:





Chapter 90 Funds
Massachusetts Office of Coastal Zone Management
Massachusetts Seaport Economic Council
Town budget

Recommendation 3.

Town Landing Comprehensive Maintenance Plan

Develop and implement a comprehensive maintenance plan for all town landings and expand and review
existing maintenance plans for beaches so that these sites continue to safely meet the needs of commercial and
recreational users. The plan should detail how to improve sites during maintenance—for example, continuous
beach cleaning during summer months, beach raking, replacing paved surfaces with gravel or articulating
concrete block mats (ACBMs) to improve water quality, ensuring sites are accessible to those with disabilities,
improving resiliency, improving bike and pedestrian connections, improving safety through signage, and
expanding space available to park and launch/store vessels as repairs are made. As part of the plan, include
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timelines, funding sources, and responsible parties and, to the extent possible, coordinate maintenance at the
different sites in order to reduce costs.
Potential Implementing Entities:






Conservation Department
Consultants
Department of Public Works
Recreation and Beach Department
Stakeholders

Potential Funding Sources:


Town budget for development and implementation

Recommendation 4.

Dredging Management Plan

Develop a dredging management plan for Eastham's waterways, with a focus on Rock Harbor, in order to
proactively address key issues such as safety, funding, and co-management. The plan should identify timelines,
funding sources, possibilities for beneficial reuse of sediment, opportunities to expand dredging in Rock Harbor
to increase berthing, and testing required as part of dredging. This plan should be developed with the Town of
Orleans and take into consideration other regional opportunities that might reduce costs, impact timelines, or
impact reuse of sediment.
Potential Implementing Entities:








Barnstable County Dredge
Conservation Department
Consultants
Mass Audubon
Natural Resources Department (Harbormaster)
Stakeholders
Town of Orleans

Potential Funding Sources:
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Massachusetts Dredging Program
Massachusetts Seaport Economic Council

Recommendation 5.

Rock Harbor Dockage Analysis

Conduct an analysis to understand how dockage can be increased at Rock Harbor under (1) existing conditions
and (2) new conditions resulting from dredging, an extension of the jetty, and/or the installation of a bulkhead.
Ensure that this analysis considers environmental impacts and boater safety measures, such as to explore
providing staff at Rock Harbor during peak times to educate boaters, improve safety, and reduce conflicts.
Potential Implementing Entities:







Conservation Department
Consultants
Department of Public Works
Natural Resources Department (Harbormaster)
Recreation & Beach Department
Town of Orleans

Potential Funding Sources:




Massachusetts Economic Development Fund
Massachusetts Seaport Economic Council
Town budget

Recommendation 6.

Rock Harbor Long-Term Management Plan

Coordinate with the state's Office of Fishing and Boating Access to determine how to increase and improve
access at Rock Harbor. As part of this coordination, develop a long-term management plan that addresses
maintenance, expansion, habitat impacts, and opportunities to use Rock Harbor as a venue for events. Specific
examples include consideration of additional dockage, maintaining and possibly expanding commercial dock use,
opportunities to temporarily use a portion of the state’s parking lot for events, and adding floats adjacent to the
ramp. When considering maintenance, explore options that will improve water quality and address rising sea
levels.
Potential Implementing Entities:
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Conservation Department
Department of Public Works
Massachusetts Office of Fishing and Boating Access
Natural Resources Department (Harbormaster)
Stakeholders
Town of Orleans

Potential Funding Sources:


Massachusetts Office of Fishing and Boating Access funding

Recommendation 7.

Hemenway Landing User Improvements

Designate areas at Hemenway Landing for trailered and non-trailered vessel users in order to reduce conflicts
between different types of vessels and their uses. These designated areas might include loading/unloading and
staging areas, parking areas, and launching areas. Use signage to clearly identify each area. Continue to provide
staff during peak times to direct and educate users.
Potential Implementing Entities:





Conservation Department
Department of Public Works
Natural Resources Department (Harbormaster)
Recreation and Beach Department

Potential Funding Sources:



Build costs into user fees
Town budget

Recommendation 8.

Storage Racks

Provide additional racks for small-boat storage at all town landings and town-owned beaches in order to
increase capacity and alleviate pressure on congested launching sites.
Potential Implementing Entities:
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Department of Public Works
Natural Resources Department (Harbormaster)
Recreation and Beach Department

Potential Funding Sources:




Build costs into user fees
Town budget
Volunteer services (Scouts, local high school shop classes)

Recommendation 9.

Channel Markers

Install and maintain channel markers in strategic locations (similar to Cable Creek) to minimize conflicts and
improve safety. As part of this, conduct stakeholder engagement.
Potential Implementing Entities:






Natural Resources Department (Harbormaster)
Stakeholders
Town of Orleans
U.S. National Park Service (Cape Cod National Seashore)
U.S. Coast Guard

Potential Funding Sources:



Mooring revenue
Town budget

Recommendation 10. Parking Options Study
Explore opportunities to address parking capacity for cars and trailers at congested launching sites and beach
sites. As part of this effort, determine how/if remote parking and a shuttle system could be established to
provide additional access opportunities at sites in Eastham and neighboring communities. Work with
landowners and other entities to identify potential satellite parking locations, fees, and reciprocity agreements if
appropriate.
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Potential Implementing Entities:








Landowners
Natural Resources Department (Harbormaster)
Planning Board
Recreation & Beach Department
Town of Orleans
Town of Wellfleet
U.S. National Park Service (Cape Cod National Seashore)

Potential Funding Sources:


No funding needed to explore options. Funding likely needed to secure satellite parking and shuttle
service (through a user fee, for example)

Recommendation 11. ADA Accessibility
Conduct an inventory of public access sites to ensure that they are all appropriate for those with disabilities
(e.g., they are equipped with ramps, mats, viewing platforms, signs in braille, handicap-accessible restrooms).
Install these features at sites where they are lacking and include them as new sites are developed. Consider
exploring the feasibility of placing a dock at Hemenway Landing to improve accessibility and emergency
response.
Potential Implementing Entities:



Department of Public Works
Recreation and Beach Department

Potential Funding Sources:




Community Preservation Funds
Municipal Americans with Disabilities Act Improvement Grants
Town budget
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Recommendation 12. Visual Access
Building off the state’s existing Scenic Landscape Inventory, continue to document important visual access in
Eastham and identify areas where visual access could be enhanced (e.g., lower the pipe over Boat Meadow,
which has been reviewed and will be painted in the future). Advocate for the maintenance of visual access as
new development projects are proposed.
Potential Implementing Entities:








Department of Public Works
Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation
Natural Resources Department
Open Space Committee
Planning Board
Recreation Department
Zoning Board of Appeals

Potential Funding Sources:



Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation’s Greenways and Trails Program grants
Massachusetts Historical Commission Grants
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Strategic Objective #2: Create new
opportunities to promote and support
commercial and recreational uses of the
harbor, shoreline, and waterways.
The coastal location and abundant natural resources of Eastham enables activities such as boating, fishing,
shellfish growing, and swimming. There are opportunities to increase the cultural and economic benefits
associated with being a coastal community while maintaining the community’s small-town character.
One key opportunity for expansion is to increase boating access through the development of new launching and
vessel storage sites. Of particular interest is the ability to increase access to the Cove for trailered vessels. Access
is currently limited, with most trailered vessels operating out of Hemenway Landing. Water depth, congestion at
the ramp, and a lack of parking all limit the number and types of vessels that can access the Cove at Hemenway.
Throughout the planning process, the community has also stressed the importance of balancing human uses,
such as increased access, with natural resource protection and climate change adaptation and mitigation. The
Town already recognizes the important role that science plays in informing decisions, and the plan advances that
concept with calls for the continued participation in research to better understand natural resources and climate
change projections and impacts. In addition, the plan calls for new opportunities to engage the public in
activities that promote an awareness of and appreciation for natural resources, and an awareness of climate
change projections and impacts.
Strategic Objective #2 also recognizes the important role that private landowners play in creating new
opportunities to promote and support recreational and commercial uses. With limited parking and launching at
the town’s landings, there are opportunities to work with private landowners to provide new and/or expanded
access through easements, property purchases, and other means.
In addition to recreational uses and natural resources, the community recognizes the importance of commercial
uses—such as fishing and shellfishing—that contribute to the local economy and culture of Eastham. Building on
Eastham Harbor and Waterways Management Plan - February 2020
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the success of communities such as Wellfleet and Duxbury, the plan embraces the idea of promoting locally
caught and locally grown seafood. However, with demand for shellfish aquaculture leases growing, the Town
will need to determine how it balances aquaculture with other uses of the waterways.
Implementing recommendations under this strategy will require collaborations with stakeholder groups such as
the fishing communities, business owners, landowners, and other municipalities.

Goals for Strategic Objective #2: Create new opportunities…
Outlined below are goals that were defined in support of this strategy. Note that these goals will be used to
drive action items with success measures and time frames as follow-up to this plan. Also note that these goals
are not in priority order.
Goal 2A.

Provide new opportunities for public access to the town’s harbor and waterways, with a
particular focus on increasing access to the Cove for trailered vessels.

Goal 2B.

Promote businesses and activities that attract residents and visitors to the waterfront.

Goal 2C.

Promote businesses and activities that expand people’s awareness and appreciation of
the harbor and waterways.

Goal 2D.

Ensure that new opportunities to expand and support commercial and recreational uses
do not result in negative impacts to other users or to the environment. Instead,
encourage new opportunities with positive environmental impacts and opportunities
that reduce user conflicts.

Goal 2E.

Promote healthy natural resources through informed decision-making and sound
management practices.

Goal 2F.

Maintain community character.

Recommendations for Strategic Objective #2: Create new opportunities…
This section outlines recommendations intended to more specifically define ways in which the goals for Strategic
Objective #2 can be achieved. Note that these recommendations are not in priority order.
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Recommendation 1.

Expanding Access to All Waterways

Conduct an analysis to identify how new opportunities can be created and/or old opportunities can be
reestablished (e.g., vehicle access at First Encounter Beach) for commercial and recreational boaters seeking
access to Town waters, including freshwater access. The analysis should factor in existing capacity and demand
for both vessel storage (i.e., dinghy storage, kayak storage, dockage, and moorings) and launching and should
draw on this plan and the data gathered by the Natural Resources Department in 2019 in order to ensure that
expansion is adequately sized and appropriately located to meet existing demand. The analysis should also
include (1) further review of the potential expansion sites identified through this planning process, including
areas between Collins Landing and Hemenway Landing; (2) consideration of opportunities to use shuttle service
to new sites; (3) an analysis of the natural resource impacts associated with any expansion project; (4)
opportunities to improve existing launching sites through redesign and acquisition of adjacent properties; (5)
opportunities to partner with other towns and land-owners to develop shared opportunities for launching,
parking, and other waterways-related activities.
Potential Implementing Entities:






Department of Public Works
Natural Resources Department
Planning Department
Property owners
Recreation Department

Potential Funding Sources:






Community Preservation Act Funds
Local Acquisitions for Natural Diversity (LAND) Grant Program
Massachusetts Land and Water Conservation Fund
Massachusetts Office of Coastal Zone Management
Town budget

Recommendation 2.

New Uses of Rock Harbor
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Develop opportunities to increase usage of Rock Harbor. Collaborate with the Town of Orleans and the
Massachusetts Office of Fishing and Boating Access to explore options such as (1) construction of a footbridge
connecting the Eastham and Orleans sides of the Harbor in a manner that does not impair navigation (similar to
the footbridge in Ogunquit, Maine or Boothbay Harbor, Maine); (2) the use of the harbor parking lot during the
shoulder season to allow for events such as concerts, fish and shellfish celebrations, and food truck events. New
uses should take into consideration the capacity of the parking lots and access road in order to minimize
congestion/user conflicts and ensure public safety.
Potential Implementing Entities:






Eastham Cultural Council
Massachusetts Office of Fishing and Boating Access
Natural Resources Department
Planning Department
Town of Orleans

Potential Funding Sources:





Admission fees
Corporate and private donations
Massachusetts Cultural Council grants
Town budget

Recommendation 3.

Perkins Cove footbridge, Ogunquit, ME
Image: NewEngland.com

Shellfish Industry Programs

Develop and implement programming and projects to improve the economic, cultural, and environmental
conditions of the local fish and shellfish industries. Examples of programming include events designed to
introduce community members to local commercial fishermen (e.g., presentations, seafood celebrations) and
regional trainings for commercial fishermen on topics such as water safety, impacts of climate change, best
management practices for reducing marine debris, and new regulations. Examples of projects include studies to
evaluate the economic, social, and environmental capacity for expansion of aquaculture activities; efforts to
increase security at aquaculture lease sites, such as the installation of video cameras; installing HAZMAT
equipment, pump-out facilities, fees for shellfish wholesalers, marine entanglement response equipment,
outreach to coastal homeowners to identify potential new access sites for fishermen accessing their leases; the
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development of a branding strategy for Eastham fish and shellfish products; and the development of additional
propagation activities to grow seed and enhance shellfish populations, including new facilities on the Bay side of
Town.
Potential Implementing Entities:










Board of Health
Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce
Cape Cod Commercial Fisherman’s Alliance
Cape Cod Cooperative Extension
Commercial fishing community
Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries
Natural Resources Department
Shellfish Advisory Working Group
Strategic Planning Committee

Potential Funding Sources:





Corporate and private donations
Massachusetts Cultural Council grants
Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries Seafood Marketing grants
Clean Vessel Act grants

Recommendation 4.

Science-Based Decision Making

Promote science-based decision making by supporting research projects designed to provide a better scientific
understanding of the relationship between human activities along the shoreline and natural resources. Support
can come in the form of access to land and issuance of permits for researchers, the engagement of municipal
staff in research projects, and other similar activities. Topic areas of particular interest include the impacts of
climate change as well as potential mitigation and adaptation strategies, the potential for beneficial reuse of
dredged sediment, the creation of offshore reefs for habitat and wave mitigation, an improved understanding of
shark and seal activity and potential detection and deterrence strategies, and the continued monitoring for
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invasive species. Ensure that the outcomes of these research projects include education and outreach to
residents, municipal officials, and other stakeholders as appropriate.
Potential Implementing Entities:







Academic institutions
Board of Health
Conservation Department
Natural Resources Department
Non-profit environmental organizations
Select Board

Potential Funding Sources:



Grant and foundation funding (e.g., Office of Coastal Zone Management, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, MassBays Partnership grants)
Town Budget

Recommendation 5.

Community Programs and Events

In order to increase local understanding of and appreciation for the town’s natural resources, develop and
implement opportunities to engage residents and visitors in programs that celebrate the town’s natural
resources (e.g., family shellfishing, kayaking, hiking, birding, en plein air painting, classes on natural resources,
tours of propagation facilities) and engage them in volunteer opportunities to protect and enhance natural
resources (seeding, water quality testing, invasive species monitoring and removal, fundraising for projects such
as habitat conservation, coastal cleanups).
Potential Implementing Entities:







Academic institutions
Board of Health
Conservation Department
Eastham Cultural Council
Eco-tourism businesses
Local non-profits (e.g., Orleans Pond Coalition)
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Mass Audubon
Natural Resources Department
Open Space Committee
Recreation and Beach Department
The Nature Conservancy

Potential Funding Sources:




Corporate and private donations
Massachusetts Cultural Council
Participant fees

Recommendation 6.

Coastal Economy Assessment

Conduct an economic study to assess whether there is an adequate customer base to support increased
businesses in Eastham and to assess the types of businesses that could be viable, given restrictions on parking,
road configurations, desire to maintain community character, etc. Potential business types that have been
suggested include shellfish wholesalers and distributors, a marine supply store for recreational and commercial
boaters, eco-tourism, food trucks, and other mobile businesses.
Potential Implementing Entities:






Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce
Cape Cod Commission
Planning Department
Select Board
Strategic Planning Committee

Potential Funding Sources:



Department of Housing and Community Development Economic Development Fund grants
Regional Economic Development Organization (through the Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce)
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Strategic Objective #3: Develop administrative
mechanisms to implement the
recommendations in this plan.
The recommendations in this plan do not go into effect upon adoption of this plan. Instead, people and
organizations need to take leadership roles to ensure that these recommendations are implemented. As such,
the Harbor Planning Committee recommends the development of a new implementation committee that will
help facilitate and track the status of recommendations and governance through efforts such as coordinating
with implementing entities, supporting requests for funding, and updating the public and municipal entities.
In addition to establishing this committee, the plan identifies a number of other administrative objectives—
primarily in the areas of permit coordination and collaboration with other entities—that the Town can take to
improve commercial and recreational experiences related to the harbor and waterways.

Goals for Strategic Objective #3: Develop administrative mechanisms to
implement…
Outlined below are goals that were defined in support of this strategy. Note that these goals will be used to
drive action items with success measures and time frames as follow-up to this plan. Also note that these goals
are not in priority order.
Goal 3A.

Establish a structure to facilitate plan implementation.

Goal 3B.

Engage with neighboring communities, regional stakeholders, and the National Park
Service to facilitate coordinated management of ocean and coastal resources.

Goal 3C.

Enhance local administrative procedures to promote efficiency and safety while
maintaining appropriate levels of review/oversight.
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Recommendations for Strategic Objective #3: Develop administrative mechanisms to
implement…
This section outlines recommendations intended to more specifically define ways in which the goals for Strategic
Objective #3 can be achieved. Note that these recommendations are not in priority order.
Recommendation 1.

Implementation Committee

Create a nine-member Harbor Plan Implementation Committee charged with promoting the implementation of
the Harbor and Waterways Management Plan. The committee should be comprised of representatives from the
Harbor Planning Committee, commercial and recreational harbor user groups (e.g., recreational boaters,
recreational fishermen, commercial fishermen, shellfish growers), municipal government (e.g., the
Harbormaster and the Conservation Department), representatives from other relevant committees, and other
stakeholders, as relevant. The Committee should meet monthly to establish a work plan, after which it should
meet at least quarterly to help advance the implementation of recommendations, coordinate implementation
efforts, track the status of various plan-related topics, serve as a resource for implementing entities, respond to
questions about the status of the plan, review relevant regulations as recommendations are implemented, and
conduct other activities as appropriate. See Appendix C for a draft charge to the Harbor Plan Implementation
Committee.
Potential Implementing Entities:






Commercial harbor users
Department of Natural Resources
Planning Department
Recreational harbor users
Select Board

Potential Funding Sources:


No additional funding is needed to implement this recommendation

Recommendation 2.

Memorandum Of Understanding

The Town should develop an MOU or MOUs with the towns of Orleans and Wellfleet and the National Park
Service. The MOU(s) should document a structure for working collaboratively on shared interests relevant to
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ocean and coastal resources (e.g., water quality, commercial and recreational access, dredging, sharks and seals,
invasive species, shoreline management (in progress), shellfishing regulations, climate change impacts, and
special events such as the upcoming 400th anniversary celebrations). The MOU between the towns of Orleans,
Chatham, and Harwich to establish the Pleasant Bay Resource Management Alliance may serve as a good
example—it articulates a policy and purpose, defines a steering committee and a technical resource committee,
establishes a joint account and process for managing and distributing account funds, and defines the process by
which the alliance would terminate.
Potential Implementing Entities:





National Park Service
Town of Eastham Select Board
Town of Orleans Select Board
Town of Wellfleet Select Board

Potential Funding Sources:


No additional funding is needed to implement this recommendation

Recommendation 3.

Mooring Management

Revise the town’s mooring management to increase safety. More specifically:
(1) Utilize the town’s existing GPS technology to identify and document locations of existing
moorings. This map will assist with locating future moorings and identifying moorings that have
been displaced due to weather events.
(2) Develop new regulations requiring that mooring holders submit proof of mooring inspections
every three years.
(3) Align the permitting process and deadlines for moorings and skiff storage.
Potential Implementing Entities:


Natural Resources Department (Harbormaster)
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Potential Funding Sources:


No additional funding is needed to implement this recommendation

Recommendation 4.

Commercial and Recreational Fishing Advisory Committee/Group

In order to provide greater coordination on behalf of the commercial fishing industry, maintain a commercial
and recreational fishing advisory committee, task force, or working group. The entity should serve as a resource
to maintain and improve sustainable fishing in Eastham, and should collaborate with other groups, as
appropriate (e.g., the Cape Cod Commercial Fisherman’s Alliance, the Massachusetts Division of Marine
Fisheries, the Cape Cod Cooperative Extension). The entity can provide recommendations for infrastructure
improvements, marketing/branding strategies, revised regulations, public engagement opportunities, parking
needs, gear storage opportunities, and other relevant aspects of the commercial fishing industry.
Potential Implementing Entities:






Commercial fishing industry
Conservation Department
Natural Resources Department
Select Board
Shellfish Advisory Working Group

Potential Funding Sources:


No additional funding is needed to implement this recommendation

Recommendation 5.

Vessel Identification Initiative

Improve safety by encouraging users of non-motorized vessel to document their contact information on the
sides of their vessels. As part of the permitting process for small boat land-based storage, require that vessel
owners affix their contact information to their vessels. Being able to know who a vessel belongs to will reduce
efforts needed to identify a vessel owner when a vessel is found adrift. The Town may wish to develop a system
for identifying non-motorized vessel ownership. Outreach about the vessel owner identification initiative could
be conducted at landings via signs and town staff.
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Potential Implementing Entities:


Natural Resources Department (Harbormaster)

Potential Funding Sources:



Coast Guard Auxiliary
Funding to produce stickers could be built into the permitting costs

Recommendation 6.

Streamlining Municipal Commercial Fishing Permits

Explore the opportunity to streamline permitting for commercial fishermen by developing a comprehensive
permit that would address licenses, dockage, and small boat storage all at once. This could remove obstacles to
coordinating dockage and land-based storage while also reducing administrative tasks.
Potential Implementing Entities:





Harbormaster
Implementation Committee
Natural Resources Department
Select Board

Potential Funding Sources:



No additional funding is needed to implement this recommendation
Online permitting may require funding. These costs could be built into permitting fees.
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APPENDIX A: TABLE OF
RECOMMENDATIONS
Strategic
Objective

Recommendations

Strategic Objective #1

Recommendation 1. Feasibility Study—Town Cove Access
Conduct a feasibility study to determine how to modify Collins Landing to improve
access to Town Cove while minimizing environmental impacts. The study should
address deteriorating conditions of the concrete bulkhead, property ownership,
sea level rise, water quality, and small recreational powerboat usage. The study
should also explore the potential expansion for parking and vessel storage, and
improvements at the intersection with Route 6, taking into consideration sight lines
for landing users and those on Route 6, pedestrian and bike safety, road runoff and
flooding issues. In particular, the concrete bulkhead is critical for site protection
and is in urgent need of repair or replacement as soon as possible. As part of this
effort, the plan should consider green and grey infrastructure options such as the
installation of a living shoreline and/or repairing or replacing the seawall.
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Potential
Implementation Entities
• Adjacent landowners
• Conservation Department
• Department of Public Works
• Engineering/design consultant(s)
• Massachusetts Department of
Transportation
• Natural Resources Department
(Harbormaster)
• Stakeholders
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Strategic Objective #1

Recommendation 2. Existing Conditions and Site Plans
Develop existing conditions plans for all town landings and beaches to provide
baseline data to inform maintenance and improvement projects. Each plan should
include detailed engineering drawings and diagrams of the site layout, property
lines and abutters, structures, topography, and notable ecological features,
including the extent of coastal resource areas. Once existing conditions plans have
been developed, alternatives for improvements at each location can be drafted,
reviewed, and selected. For example, the site plan for Salt Pond could be used to
develop alternatives for improved access from Rt. 6 to explore the addition of
parking for trailers and small vessel storage, to minimize impacts to water quality,
to reflect changing sea levels, and to promote safety for those using the site as well
as those on Rt.6.

Strategic Objective #1

Recommendation 3. Town Landing Comprehensive Maintenance Plan
Develop and implement a comprehensive maintenance plan for all town landings
and expand and review existing maintenance plans for beaches so that these sites
continue to safely meet the needs of commercial and recreational users. The plan
should detail how to improve sites during maintenance—for example, continuous
beach cleaning during summer months, beach raking, replacing paved surfaces
with gravel or articulating concrete block mats (ACBMs) to improve water quality,
ensuring sites are accessible to those with disabilities, improving resiliency,
improving bike and pedestrian connections, improving safety through signage, and
expanding space available to park and launch/store vessels as repairs are made. As
part of the plan, include timelines, funding sources, and responsible parties and, to
the extent possible, coordinate maintenance at the different sites in order to
reduce costs.
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• Conservation Department
• Department of Public Works
• Engineering consultant(s)
• National Park Service
• Natural Resources Department
(Harbormaster)
• Planning Department
• Recreation & Beach Department

• Conservation Department
• Consultants
• Department of Public Works
• Recreation and Beach Department
• Stakeholders
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Strategic Objective #1
Strategic Objective
#1
Strategic Objective #1
Strategic
Objective #1

Recommendation 4. Dredging Management Plan
Develop a dredging management plan for Eastham's waterways, with a focus on
Rock Harbor, in order to proactively address key issues such as safety, funding, and
co-management. The plan should identify timelines, funding sources, possibilities
for beneficial reuse of sediment, opportunities to expand dredging in Rock Harbor
to increase berthing, and testing required as part of dredging. This plan should be
developed with the Town of Orleans and take into consideration other regional
opportunities that might reduce costs, impact timelines, or impact reuse of
sediment.

Recommendation 5. Rock Harbor Dockage Analysis
Conduct an analysis to understand how dockage can be increased at Rock Harbor
under (1) existing conditions and (2) new conditions resulting from dredging, an
extension of the jetty, and/or the installation of a bulkhead, maintaining and
possibly expanding commercial dock use. Ensure that this analysis considers
environmental impacts and boater safety measures, such as to explore providing
staff at Rock Harbor during peak times to educate boaters, improve safety, and
reduce conflicts.

Recommendation 6. Rock Harbor Long-Term Management Plan
Coordinate with the state's Office of Fishing and Boating Access to determine how
to increase and improve access at Rock Harbor. As part of this coordination,
develop a long-term management plan that addresses maintenance, expansion,
habitat impacts, and opportunities to use Rock Harbor as a venue for events.
Specific examples include consideration of additional dockage, opportunities to
temporarily use a portion of the state’s parking lot for events, and adding floats
adjacent to the ramp. When considering maintenance, explore options that will
improve water quality and address rising sea levels.

Recommendation 7. Hemenway Landing User Improvements
Designate areas at Hemenway Landing for trailered and non-trailered vessel users
in order to reduce conflicts between different types of vessels and their uses. These
designated areas might include loading/unloading and staging areas, parking areas,
and launching areas. Use signage to clearly identify each area. Continue to provide
staff during peak times to direct and educate users.
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• Barnstable County Dredge
• Conservation Department
• Consultants
• Mass Audubon
• Natural Resources Department
(Harbormaster)
• Stakeholders
• Town of Orleans
• Conservation Department
• Consultants
• Department of Public Works
• Natural Resources Department
(Harbormaster)
• Recreation & Beach Department
• Town of Orleans
• Conservation Department
• Department of Public Works
• Massachusetts Office of Fishing
and Boating Access
• Natural Resources Department
(Harbormaster)
• Stakeholders
• Town of Orleans
• Conservation Department
• Department of Public Works
• Natural Resources Department
(Harbormaster)
• Recreation and Beach Department
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Strategic
Objective
#1

Recommendation 8. Storage Racks

Strategic Objective
#1

Recommendation 9. Channel Markers

Provide additional racks for small-boat storage at all town landings and townowned beaches in order to increase capacity and alleviate pressure on congested
launching sites.
Install and maintain channel markers in strategic locations (similar to Cable Creek)
to minimize conflicts and improve safety. As part of this, conduct stakeholder
engagement.

Strategic Objective #1

Strategic Objective #1

Recommendation 10. Parking Options Study
Explore opportunities to address parking capacity for cars and trailers at congested
launching sites and beach sites. As part of this effort, determine how/if remote
parking and a shuttle system could be established to provide additional access
opportunities at sites in Eastham and neighboring communities. Work with
landowners and other entities to identify potential satellite parking locations, fees,
and reciprocity agreements if appropriate.

Recommendation 11. ADA Accessibility
Conduct an inventory of public access sites to ensure that they are all appropriate
for those with disabilities (e.g., they are equipped with ramps, mats, viewing
platforms, signs in braille, handicap-accessible restrooms). Install these features at
sites where they are lacking and include them as new sites are developed. Consider
exploring the feasibility of placing a dock at Hemenway Landing to improve
accessibility and emergency response.
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• Department of Public Works
• Natural Resources Department
(Harbormaster)
• Recreation and Beach Department
• Natural Resources Department
(Harbormaster)
• Stakeholders
• Town of Orleans
• U.S. National Park Service (Cape
Cod National Seashore)
• U.S. Coast Guard
• Landowners
• Natural Resources Department
(Harbormaster)
• Planning Board
• Recreation & Beach Department
• Town of Orleans
• Town of Wellfleet
• U.S. National Park Service (Cape
Cod National Seashore)
• Department of Public Works
• Recreation and Beach Department
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Strategic Objective #1

Recommendation 12. Visual Access
Building off the state’s existing Scenic Landscape Inventory, continue to document
important visual access in Eastham and identify areas where visual access could be
enhanced (e.g., lower the pipe over Boat Meadow, which has been reviewed and
will be painted). Advocate for the maintenance of visual access as new
development projects are proposed.

Strategic Objective #2

Recommendation 1. Expanding Access to All Waterways
Conduct an analysis to identify how new opportunities can be created and/or old
opportunities can be reestablished (e.g., vehicle access at First Encounter Beach)
for commercial and recreational boaters seeking access to Town waters, including
freshwater access. The analysis should factor in existing capacity and demand for
both vessel storage (i.e., dinghy storage, kayak storage, dockage, and moorings)
and launching and should draw on this plan and the data gathered by the Natural
Resources Department in 2019 in order to ensure that expansion is adequately
sized and appropriately located to meet existing demand. The analysis should also
include (1) further review of the potential expansion sites identified through this
planning process, including areas between Collins Landing and Hemenway Landing;
(2) consideration of opportunities to use shuttle service to new sites; (3) an analysis
of the natural resource impacts associated with any expansion project; (4)
opportunities to improve existing launching sites through redesign and acquisition
of adjacent properties; (5) opportunities to partner with other towns and landowners to develop shared opportunities for launching, parking, and other
waterways-related activities.
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• Department of Public Works
• Massachusetts Department of
Conservation and Recreation
• Natural Resources Department
• Open Space Committee
• Planning Board
• Recreation Department
• Zoning Board of Appeals
• Department of Public Works
• Natural Resources Department
• Planning Department
• Property owners
• Recreation Department
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Strategic Objective #2

Recommendation 2. New Uses of Rock Harbor
Develop opportunities to increase usage of Rock Harbor. Collaborate with the Town
of Orleans and the Massachusetts Office of Fishing and Boating Access to explore
options such as (1) construction of a footbridge connecting the Eastham and
Orleans sides of the Harbor in a manner that does not impair navigation (similar to
the footbridge in Ogunquit, Maine or Boothbay Harbor, Maine); (2) the use of the
harbor parking lot during the shoulder season to allow for events such as concerts,
fish and shellfish celebrations, and food truck events. New uses should take into
consideration the capacity of the parking lots and access road in order to minimize
congestion/user conflicts and ensure public safety.

Strategic Objective #2

Recommendation 3. Shellfish Industry Programs
Develop and implement programming and projects to improve the economic,
cultural, and environmental conditions of the local fish and shellfish industries.
Examples of programming include events designed to introduce community
members to local commercial fishermen (e.g., presentations, seafood celebrations)
and regional trainings for commercial fishermen on topics such as water safety,
impacts of climate change, best management practices for reducing marine debris,
and new regulations. Examples of projects include studies to evaluate the
economic, social, and environmental capacity for expansion of aquaculture
activities; efforts to increase security at aquaculture lease sites, such as the
installation of video cameras; installing HAZMAT equipment, pump-out facilities,
fees for shellfish wholesalers, marine entanglement response equipment, outreach
to coastal homeowners to identify potential new access sites for fishermen
accessing their leases; the development of a branding strategy for Eastham fish and
shellfish products; and the development of additional propagation activities to
grow seed and enhance shellfish populations, including new facilities on the Bay
side of Town.
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• Eastham Cultural Council
• Massachusetts Office of Fishing
and Boating Access
• Natural Resources Department
• Planning Department
• Town of Orleans

• Board of Health
• Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce
• Cape Cod Commercial Fisherman’s
Alliance
• Cape Cod Cooperative Extension
• Commercial fishing community
• Massachusetts Division of Marine
Fisheries
• Natural Resources Department
• Shellfish Advisory Working Group
• Strategic Planning Committee
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Strategic Objective #2

Recommendation 4. Science-Based Decision Making
Promote science-based decision making by supporting research projects designed
to provide a better scientific understanding of the relationship between human
activities along the shoreline and natural resources. Support can come in the form
of access to land and issuance of permits for researchers, the engagement of
municipal staff in research projects, and other similar activities. Topic areas of
particular interest include the impacts of climate change as well as potential
mitigation and adaptation strategies, the potential for beneficial reuse of dredged
sediment, the creation of offshore reefs for habitat and wave mitigation, an
improved understanding of shark and seal activity and potential detection and
deterrence strategies, and the continued monitoring for invasive species. Ensure
that the outcomes of these research projects include education and outreach to
residents, municipal officials, and other stakeholders as appropriate.

Strategic
Objective #2

Strategic Objective #2

Recommendation 5. Community Programs and Events
In order to increase local understanding of and appreciation for the town’s natural
resources, develop and implement opportunities to engage residents and visitors in
programs that celebrate the town’s natural resources (e.g., family shellfishing,
kayaking, hiking, birding, en plein air painting, classes on natural resources, tours of
propagation facilities) and engage them in volunteer opportunities to protect and
enhance natural resources (seeding, water quality testing, invasive species
monitoring and removal, fundraising for projects such as habitat conservation,
coastal cleanups).

Recommendation 6. Coastal Economy Assessment
Conduct an economic study to assess whether there is an adequate customer base
to support increased businesses in Eastham and to assess the types of businesses
that could be viable, given restrictions on parking, road configurations, desire to
maintain community character, etc. Potential business types that have been
suggested include shellfish wholesalers and distributors, a marine supply store for
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• Academic institutions
• Board of Health
• Conservation Department
• Natural Resources Department
• Non-profit environmental
organizations
• Select Board

• Academic institutions
• Board of Health
• Conservation Department
• Eastham Cultural Council
• Eco-tourism businesses
• Local non-profits (e.g., Orleans
Pond Coalition)
• Mass Audubon
• Natural Resources Department
• Open Space Committee
• Recreation and Beach Department
• The Nature Conservancy
• Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce
• Cape Cod Commission
• Planning Department
• Select Board
• Strategic Planning Committee
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recreational and commercial boaters, eco-tourism, food trucks, and other mobile
businesses.

Strategic Objective #3

Recommendation 1. Implementation Committee
Create a nine-member Harbor Plan Implementation Committee charged with
promoting the implementation of the Harbor and Waterways Management Plan.
The committee should be comprised of representatives from the Harbor Planning
Committee, commercial and recreational harbor user groups (e.g., recreational
boaters, recreational fishermen, commercial fishermen, shellfish growers),
municipal government (e.g., the Harbormaster and the Conservation Department),
representatives from other relevant committees, and other stakeholders, as
relevant. The Committee should meet monthly to establish a work plan, after
which it should meet at least quarterly to help advance the implementation of
recommendations, coordinate implementation efforts, track the status of various
plan-related topics, serve as a resource for implementing entities, respond to
questions about the status of the plan, review relevant regulations as
recommendations are implemented, and conduct other activities as appropriate.
See Appendix C for a draft charge to the Harbor Plan Implementation Committee.

Strategic Objective #3

Recommendation 2. Memorandum Of Understanding
The Town should develop an MOU or MOUs with the towns of Orleans and
Wellfleet and the National Park Service. The MOU(s) should document a structure
for working collaboratively on shared interests relevant to ocean and coastal
resources (e.g., water quality, commercial and recreational access, dredging, sharks
and seals, invasive species, shoreline management (in progress), shellfishing
regulations, climate change impacts, and special events such as the upcoming
400th anniversary celebrations). The MOU between the towns of Orleans,
Chatham, and Harwich to establish the Pleasant Bay Resource Management
Alliance may serve as a good example—it articulates a policy and purpose, defines
a steering committee and a technical resource committee, establishes a joint
account and process for managing and distributing account funds, and defines the
process by which the alliance would terminate.
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• Commercial harbor users
• Department of Natural Resources
• Planning Department
• Recreational harbor users
• Select Board

• National Park Service
• Town of Eastham Select Board
• Town of Orleans Select Board
• Town of Wellfleet Select Board
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Strategic Objective #3

Recommendation 3. Mooring Management
Revise the town’s mooring management to increase safety. More specifically:
(1) Utilize the town’s existing GPS technology to identify and document locations of
existing moorings. This map will assist with locating future moorings and identifying
moorings that have been displaced due to weather events.
(2) Develop new regulations requiring that mooring holders submit proof of
mooring inspections every three years.
(3) Align the permitting process and deadlines for moorings and skiff storage.

Strategic Objective #3

Strategic Objective #3

Recommendation 4. Commercial and Recreational Fishing Advisory
Committee/Group
In order to provide greater coordination on behalf of the commercial fishing
industry, maintain a commercial and recreational fishing advisory committee, task
force, or working group. The entity should serve as a resource to maintain and
improve sustainable fishing in Eastham, and should collaborate with other groups,
as appropriate (e.g., the Cape Cod Commercial Fisherman’s Alliance, the
Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries, the Cape Cod Cooperative Extension).
The entity can provide recommendations for infrastructure improvements,
marketing/branding strategies, revised regulations, public engagement
opportunities, parking needs, gear storage opportunities, and other relevant
aspects of the commercial fishing industry.

Recommendation 5. Vessel Identification Initiative
Improve safety by encouraging users of non-motorized vessel to document their
contact information on the sides of their vessels. As part of the permitting process
for small boat land-based storage, require that vessel owners affix their contact
information to their vessels. Being able to know who a vessel belongs to will reduce
efforts needed to identify a vessel owner when a vessel is found adrift. The Town
may wish to develop a system for identifying non-motorized vessel ownership.
Outreach about the vessel owner identification initiative could be conducted at
landings via signs and town staff.
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• Natural Resources Department
(Harbormaster)

• Commercial fishing industry
• Conservation Department
• Natural Resources Department
• Select Board
• Shellfish Advisory Working Group

• Natural Resources Department
(Harbormaster)
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Strategic
Objective #3

Recommendation 6. Streamlining Municipal Commercial Fishing Permits
Explore the opportunity to streamline permitting for commercial fishermen by
developing a comprehensive permit that would address licenses, dockage, and
small boat storage all at once. This could remove obstacles to coordinating dockage
and land-based storage while also reducing administrative tasks.
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• Harbormaster
• Implementation Committee
• Natural Resources Department
• Select Board
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APPENDIX B: HISTORICAL AND
EXISTING CONDITIONS IN EASTHAM
Historical and existing conditions such as trends, projections, and lessons learned are important factors to
consider when developing management strategies for the harbor and waterways.
The following sections describe each of the plan’s main topic areas, providing context (e.g., data, trends, and
projections) for the recommendations.
Further, the information that follows will serve as a benchmark against which to measure progress during
subsequent updates of the harbor and waterways plan.
These sections are intended to serve as general background material. More information about the needs and
opportunities in each topic area are presented in the body of the plan itself.
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PUBLIC ACCESS &
INFRASTRUCTURE
Public access to the waterways, including both physical access and visual access, is a defining feature of
Eastham. This section describes the access and infrastructure provided at the town landings and beaches
primarily within the harbor and waterways planning area. It is important to remember, however, that additional
access to the town’s water resources for activities such as boating and swimming is also provided outside of the
planning area—at the National Seashore, in neighboring towns, and at inland bodies of water. More information
about the existing conditions of the landings is available in the engineering assessment conducted by Woods
Hole Group, available in Appendix D.
There are three town launching sites that provide access to the Nauset Marsh and Town Cove area:




Collins Landing
Hemenway Landing
Salt Pond Landing

There is one town launching site that provides access to Cape Cod Bay:


Rock Harbor Landing

More details on these launching sites are provided below.

Collins Landing
Collins Landing is primarily used by commercial fishermen and shellfish growers to reach nearby aquaculture
sites. To enter Collins Landing, users utilize a 30-foot-wide, steep paved driveway off of Route 6. This driveway
also provides access to a private residence located to the south of the landing. There are 20 commercial
moorings and 5 resident moorings located adjacent to the landing, and the north part of the parking lot has a
16-foot wide paved ramp. There is also a concrete retaining wall on both sides of the paved ramp.
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The landing has 3 vehicle parking spaces and 1 handicap space, as well as a 25-foot by 30-foot dirt area used for
additional parking. That said, there is limited space for additional parking, which inhibits the amount of
commercial or recreational activity that can occur at the landing.
The boat ramp at this landing is in need of repair, and the concrete retaining wall is in poor condition.

Figure 3: Collins Landing Google Earth Image with MassGIS Parcel Lines

The steep driveway, limited sight lines of oncoming traffic on Route 6, and proximity to the rotary create
challenging conditions for driving into or out of the landing. This difficulty is compounded when trailering a boat.
In addition, the limited parking area makes it difficult to effectively maneuver a trailer or park more than a few
cars at the landing.
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Hemenway Landing
Hemenway Landing provides access to a channel connecting Salt Pond Bay to Nauset Harbor and the Nauset
Marsh system.
The landing can be reached via Hemenway Road, and contains a 20-foot-wide paved ramp and a 1,300 square
foot parking area with 11 angled spaces for trailers, 10 angled vehicle spaces, and 3 handicap spaces. There is
also a dirt parking area to the south of the ramp where people load and unload kayaks from their vehicles. Due
to the popularity of this landing location during the summer season, the parking lot is often at capacity and
vehicles park along Hemenway Road leading to the landing. The site also has portable bathroom facilities in the
summer season, as well as an information kiosk.
The pavement along the roadway access and in the parking area is in good condition. The paved boat ramp is
also in good condition.
The landing was historically used primarily by recreational boaters; however, in the past few years it has become
an increasingly popular location for use by commercial fishermen as well. Due to the relatively shallow water
depth at the boat ramp and in the channel through the marsh system, only boats with a draft of 18” or less can
be launched at Hemenway Landing. As a result, the vessel size limitations at Hemenway and other town landings
mean that waterway users with boats larger than approximately 16 feet have no direct access to Town Cove via
landings in Eastham.
Group kayak tours use Hemenway as a departure point. At times, these various user groups come into conflict
over launching etiquette at the boat ramp and when navigating through the marsh.
Directly off of Hemenway Landing are 14 commercial moorings and 12 resident moorings. The Nauset Inlet area
has approximately 13 commercial moorings.
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Figure 4: Hemenway Landing Google Earth Image with MassGIS Parcel Lines

Salt Pond Landing
Salt Pond Landing is used by boaters to access the 20-acre Salt Pond which connects to Salt Pond Bay. The
landing is primarily used by recreational shellfishermen on Sundays, as well as by kayakers, hikers, and town
staff accessing the town’s shellfish propagation facility. Users can reach Salt Pond Landing via a narrow, paved
driveway off of Route 6. Similar to Collins Landing, the angle of the entrance at Salt Pond and limited sight lines
of oncoming traffic on Route 6 make it challenging to enter and exit the landing, particularly if trailering a boat.
The landing contains a gravel ramp for smaller boats on the north side of the parking area. Parking consists of
only eight parking spaces, with one of these dedicated for handicap access. The parking and services at this
landing are very limited, but since the landing is mostly used for launching canoes, kayaks, and portable boats,
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the services may be sufficient. There is also a storage rack that holds 12 kayaks, and a concrete retaining wall
that shows no signs of degradation.
The gravel ramp at this landing is in relatively good condition, while the driveway and parking lot pavement is in
need of repair.
The water depth and geography of the area limit access to Town Cove from Salt Pond to kayaks or very small
boats at high tide.

Figure 5: Salt Pond Landing Google Earth Image with MassGIS Parcel Lines
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Rock Harbor
Rock Harbor is the town’s only boat launch with access to Cape Cod Bay, and the landing is utilized by
recreational and commercial users with smaller vessels. This boat launch can handle vessels larger than those
able to safely launch at Hemenway Landing. The harbor and the channel are shared with the Town of Orleans.
The landing contains an asphalt and concrete boat ramp which is used for launching boats. Because of shallow
waters at low tide, navigation for most vessels is possible only between the periods of two hours before and two
hours after high tide. There is also a state-owned paved parking lot, which contains approximately 53 trailer
parking spaces, as well as a gravel dirt road parallel to the paved parking lot which provides additional parking
and access for slip owners. Generally speaking, there is sufficient parking for cars and trailers.
The Town manages and maintains two piers at this landing which provide access to the town-owned floating
dock and 50 boat slips. There is a need for more slips, as indicated by the 15+ year slip waitlist, but the
narrowness of the creek and several other factors limit the amount of space available for additional slips.
The paved roadway access, parking, pier, float systems, and boat ramp are all in good condition.
In the fall of 2019, the Town received a $150,000 grant from the Massachusetts Seaport Economic Council to
support the permitting and public process for improvements to Rock Harbor, including constructing a new
harbormaster building on site, as well as adding pedestrian and user amenities.
In addition, a small dirt parking area at Rock Harbor provides access to Dyer Prince Beach.
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Figure 6: Rock Harbor Google Earth Image with MassGIS Parcel Lines

Rock Harbor Infrastructure Improvements
Infrastructure at Rock Harbor is undergoing a variety of upgrades. At a town meeting in 2018, Eastham residents
approved a $1.3 million Rock Harbor improvement plan. The first stage of this plan involved the construction
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and installation of new docks and floats and was completed in the spring of 2019.
A second stage of improvements centers on the paved parking lot and boat ramp, which are managed by the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Through this state-funded project, the parking area will be repaved, and the
boat ramp will be replaced, raised one foot, and increase from a 10% slope to a 12.75% slope. These ramp
improvements will alleviate some flooding in the parking area, but may not prevent all flooding caused by storm
events. In addition, a rain garden will also help to address flooding and stormwater in the parking area. The
courtesy dock gangway and float will also be replaced, while the structural support and pilings will remain.
As of November 2019, the Massachusetts Public Access Board has requested bids on the project and will begin
to prepare the site in December 2019. It is anticipated that site work will begin in mid-December of 2019 and
will be completed on or before June 1, 2020. The boat ramp will close on or before February 1, 2020 and will
remain closed until the project is completed. The parking area will remain open as much as possible until paving
begins, but access will be impacted in the spring of 2020.

Landing Amenities
The amenities offered at each landing vary by location, although parking and trash cans are available at all
landings. Below is a table of the amenities offered at each landing.
Table 1: Table of Amenities at Eastham Town Landings

Landing
Location
Salt Pond
Hemenway
Rock
Harbor
Collins
Landing

Life
Benches Trash
Guards
Cans
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

No

Yes

Boat
Kayak
Launch Storage
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Bike Bathrooms Recycling Parking
Rack
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

No
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Freshwater Landings
In addition to the four landings mentioned above, there are several landings at freshwater ponds, used primarily
for recreational purposes. Though not a focus of this harbor and waterways plan, they are worth noting:





Great Pond Landing
Minister Pond Landing
Jemima Pond Landing
Herring Pond Landing

Beaches
The Town manages nine marine beaches on Cape Cod Bay:










Boat Meadow Beach
First Encounter Beach
Dyer Prince Beach
Cole Road Beach
Kingsbury Beach
Thumpertown Beach
Campground Beach
Cooks Brook Beach
South Sunken Meadow Beach

The Town also manages four beaches at three freshwater ponds:





Wiley Park Beach (at Great Pond)
Great Pond Beach
Minister Pond Beach
Herring Pond Beach

These town-managed beaches offer various amenities including lifeguards, bike racks, and restrooms, as noted
in Table 1.
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People parking vehicles at the town-owned beach parking lots must have a valid beach sticker or daily pass.
Beach stickers are available for taxpayers and visitors. Daily passes are only permitted at First Encounter Beach,
Campground Beach, Great Pond, Cooks Brook Beach, and Wiley Park.
In addition, two beaches in Eastham are within the Cape Cod National Seashore—Coast Guard Beach and Nauset
Light Beach. The Town does not play a direct role in the management of these beaches; however, the Town does
coordinate and collaborate with the National Park Service to address any concerns and projects as needed, and
the two beaches provide important recreational opportunities for Eastham residents and visitors. Limited
resident parking is available at Nauset Light Beach and Coast Guard Beach. Continued collaboration will be
important in terms of maintaining ocean access for taxpayers and visitors.

Visual Access
In addition to physical access to the town’s waterways, visual access is also an important feature to many
residents and visitors. The ability to experience views of the waterways and the associated natural resources
and activities is enjoyable for many and creates a greater appreciation for the natural landscape.
Eastham’s geography and environment create many beautiful and scenic vistas throughout the Town. The
Massachusetts Landscape Inventory Project conducted a state-wide survey of land to identify scenic areas and
classify them as distinctive or noteworthy.1 Distinctive areas are defined as areas of the highest visual quality.2
These areas typically consist of openness, low population density, high relative relief, historical structures and
land uses, agriculture, surface water, significant vegetation, important geological features, and lack of
contemporary development. Noteworthy areas are defined as areas of lesser, but nevertheless important, visual
quality.3 These areas typically contain the same factors as ‘distinctive’ landscapes but in lesser amounts or in
lower quality.
As illustrated in the map in Figure 7, large portions of the planning area are included in this scenic lands
inventory. On the Atlantic Ocean side, the vast majority of Nauset Marsh and Town Cove are classified as
“noteworthy” and a band of the coastline included within the Cape Cod National Seashore is classified as

1

MassGIS Data. 2012. The Scenic Landscape Inventory. Online at: https://docs.digital.mass.gov/dataset/massgis-datascenic-landscape-inventory
2
Ibid.
3
Ibid.
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“distinctive”. On the Cape Cod Bay side, the area around Rock Harbor, Boat Meadow, and First Encounter Beach
is classified as “noteworthy”.

Figure 7: Map of Scenic Landscapes in the Town of Eastham.
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Table 2: Table of Amenities Offered at Town-Managed Beaches

An “X” Indicates that the amenities are available.
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MOORINGS, VESSEL STORAGE, &
DOCKAGE

Moorings, dockage, and land-based vessel storage provide important berthing for recreational and commercial
boat owners for whom it is not desirable or feasible to trailer their boats for each use. These berthing options
help to support commercial and recreational boating and fishing activities that have been a staple of the
community for generations.
With no private marina facilities in Eastham, the Town oversees the management and permitting of all moorings
and the assignment of all slips, as well as manages the land-based storage of small vessels.

Moorings
There are, on average, 300 moorings in Eastham’s waterways each year, including approximately six moorings
for transient use. The Town has not designated specific mooring fields, and exact mooring locations are selected
by individual permit holders and are not catalogued by coordinates. As a result, no maps are available to show
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the current location of all moorings in the town’s waterways. The Town does track number of moorings by
vessel size and commercial or recreational uses. Most (a total of approximately 145) moorings are for
recreational vessels between 16 feet and 25 feet. Within that same size range, another 18 commercial vessels
are on moorings. Moorings for recreational vessels less than 16 feet account for 103 moorings, while
commercial vessels in that same size range account for another 6 vessels. Eighteen mooring permits are issued
for vessels longer than 25 feet, with nine used for recreational purposes and nine used for commercial purposes.
The vessel owner is responsible for the installation, maintenance, and removal of a personal mooring. There is
no requirement for proof of inspection by a certified mooring inspector.
Mooring Location Requirements
Although the Town does not designate specific mooring fields, the placement of each mooring must meet
specific standards4 based on boater safety and resource protection. In Cape Cod Bay, moorings must be at least
125 feet apart and, when aground at low tide, must be at least 25 feet from all aquatic vegetation, including salt
marsh cordgrass (Spartina) and eelgrass (Zosteria). Moorings cannot be placed in the following areas: upstream
in a channel where the channel width at high tide is less than 150 feet; in the mouth of Rock Harbor, Bee’s River,
or Hatches Creek; or within a public swimming area or otherwise interfere with swimming in these areas. In
addition, the northern portion of Boat Meadow Creek is limited to boats 21-feet or less in length and whose
draft is less than two feet. In Nauset Marsh and Town Cove, moorings must be more than 50 feet apart and
cannot interfere with activities at a town landing or navigation in the designated main channel. In Great Pond,
moorings must be more than 25 feet apart and cannot be within the public bathing areas or otherwise interfere
with swimming in these areas.
Mooring Fees
The mooring fee schedule shown below is outlined in the Town of Eastham Mooring Regulations and Policies.5
Eastham Commercial Shellfish permit holders are eligible for reduced mooring fees.

4

Town of Eastham. 2016. Mooring Regulations and Policies. Online at: https://www.easthamma.gov/sites/easthamma/files/uploads/mooring_regulations.pdf.
5
Ibid.
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Table 3: Mooring Fees

Length of Vessel
Less than 16 feet
16 to 25 feet
Greater than 25 feet

Annual Fee
$50
$75
$100

Annual Fee for Eastham Commercial
Shellfish Permit Holders
$25
$50
$75

The cost for a transient mooring is $25/day for a maximum of two weeks. The cost to remain on the mooring
wait list is $10 annually.
Mooring Waiting List
There are no waiting lists for any mooring areas in Eastham, except for Great Pond. As of June 2018, the waiting
list for Great Pond had 22 people, with some individuals on the list since 2016.6 The harbormaster’s office has
ceased issuing recreational permits for Collins Landing.
Mooring permits are issued by the Natural Resources Department (Harbormaster’s Office). Renewals of mooring
permits are available during the month of April. New mooring permits are available beginning in May. Moorings
are not transferrable to another person.

6

Town of Eastham. 2018. Great Pond Mooring Waitlist. Online at: https://www.easthamma.gov/sites/easthamma/files/pages/great_pond_june_2018_0.pdf.
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Land-Based Vessel Storage
In 2019 the Town issued approximately 130 first come, first served
vessel storage permits for small boat storage at the following five
designated town-owned properties:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Boat Meadow – 20 permits
Hemenway Landing – 50 permits and commercial users
Salt Pond Landing – 12 permits
Great Pond Landing – 20 permits
South Sunken Meadow – 12 permits

There are also two transient small boat storage spaces available at
Hemenway Landing and an additional two at Great Pond Landing.
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The vessel storage permit applies
to all types of watercraft used for
water transportation; however,
vessels must be less than or equal
to 12-feet, with exceptions for
canoes, kayaks, wind surfers, and
paddleboards, which may be
longer than 12-feet.
Vessels may be stored in
designated areas at these
locations between April 16th and
November 14th of the same year.
The permit fee is $50 per vessel
per year, with a limit of two
permits per household. There is no
residency requirement to obtain a
vessel storage permit. A transient
vessel storage permit is available
for short-term use of up to 14 days
at a cost of $25.7
Eastham Commercial Shellfish
permit holders with a valid
mooring permit may obtain a
vessel storage permit for one
vessel at no cost.

7

Town of Eastham. 2016. Natural Resources Office Licensing and Permit Fees. Online at: https://www.easthamma.gov/sites/easthamma/files/uploads/2016_fees.pdf.
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Dockage
The only dockage facility in Eastham is the municipal marina at Rock Harbor. This facility was recently upgraded
as described in the section on access and infrastructure. Forty-nine slips are available at Rock Harbor for public
use, and six of those have been used for commercial vessels—two of which are charter boats.

Slip Location Requirements
The vessel size requirements for various slip locations shown below are outlined in the Marina Dockage
Agreement.8

8

Town of Eastham. No Date. Marina Dockage Agreement. Online at: https://www.easthamma.gov/sites/easthamma/files/uploads/marina_dockage_agreement.pdf.
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Table 4: Vessel Requirements for Slips at Rock Harbor

North Dock Inside Slips
North Dock Outside Slips
South Dock

Length
Beam
Draft
Less than or equal to 22 Less than or equal to 8
Less than 2 feet, 6 inches
feet
feet
Length appropriate to
Less than or equal to 11
Less than 4 feet, 6 inches
assigned slip, not to
feet, 6 inches
exceed 33 feet, 6 inches
Vessel size shall accommodate the slip and be approved by the Harbormaster
prior to use.

Dockage Fees
The dockage fees in Rock Harbor are set by the Eastham Select Board. As of 2016, taxpayers are charged
$65/foot, non-taxpayer are charged $85/foot, and South Dock slip users are charged $250.9
Between Memorial Day and Labor Day, transient slips are available at Rock Harbor for $25 per night, with a
maximum stay of 14 days total during the busy summer season. Slip permits are available on a first come, first
served basis. Submitting an application for transient dockage in advance is highly recommended, but does not
guarantee availability on the requested dates. From Labor Day to Memorial Day, transient slip permits are
available for $50 per week.10
Dockage Waiting List11
Separate waiting lists are maintained for north dock inside slips, north dock outside slips, and south dock slips,
and individuals can maintain a position on all lists at the same time. As of June 2018, the north dock inside slip

9

Town of Eastham. 2016. Natural Resources Office Licensing and Permit Fees. Online at: https://www.easthamma.gov/sites/easthamma/files/uploads/2016_fees.pdf.
10
Town of Eastham. No Date. Short-Term Dockage Permit. Online at: https://www.easthamma.gov/harbormaster/pages/short-term-dockage-permit.
11
Town of Eastham. 2014. Rock Harbor Waiting List Regulations. Online at: https://www.easthamma.gov/sites/easthamma/files/uploads/wait_list_regulations.pdf.
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waiting list12 had 60 individuals dating back to 1999, north dock outside slip waiting list13 had 47 individuals
dating back to 1999, and the south dock waiting list had 7 individuals. Those on the waiting list may defer a slip
that is offered to them and maintain their position on the waiting list indefinitely as long as they pay the annual
renewal fee. Overall the average waiting period for any slip is 12 to 15 years. Although the outside slip waiting
list is shorter, there are fewer outside slips available, so the limited turnover can result in a waiting period equal
to that for the inner slips.
Each of the two waiting lists requires a separate form to be submitted. The cost to remain on a Rock Harbor slip
waiting list is $15 per year for each list.

12

Town of Eastham. 2018. Rock Harbor Inside Waiting List. Online at: https://www.easthamma.gov/sites/easthamma/files/uploads/wait_list_inside_june_2018.pdf.
13
Town of Eastham. 2018. Rock Harbor Outside Waiting List. Online at: https://www.easthamma.gov/sites/easthamma/files/uploads/wait_list_outside_june_2018.pdf.
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NATURAL RESOURCES

Eastham’s coastal natural resources are a true asset for the Town. For generations, inhabitants have been
proactive in ensuring the quantity and quality of those resources through research, protection and restoration
efforts, promulgation of regulations, education, and a general appreciation of both the good fortune and great
responsibility that comes with living in an area surrounded by such natural beauty.
The need to preserve the town’s natural resources was made clear during the planning process for this harbor
and waterways management plan, and is also reflected in statements and recommendations throughout the
town’s planning documents. For example, in the opening remarks of the Comprehensive Plan, the Committee
states, “The Nauset Indians and the Pilgrims have left us a generous bequest which is worthy of care and
protection… We, who are presently entrusted with formulating plans for the future of Eastham, must do our
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best to preserve the essence of these grounds. We will be judged for the courage we demonstrate in our
comprehensive planning.”14
Among those coastal natural resources vital to the town and the region are wetlands, beaches, water bodies,
tidal flats, dunes, herring runs, and the plants and animals that inhabit these areas.

Wetlands
The entire western and eastern boundaries of Eastham are dominated by vast wetland resource areas (see
Figure 9). These wetland resources perform several important functions—for example, they provide nursery
habitat for fish and shellfish; support shorebird activities such as feeding, nesting, and migrating; aid in water
filtration; mitigate the impacts of flooding; and store carbon.
In an assessment completed in 2001, the Cape Cod Commission identified nine tidally restricted and impacted
salt marshes in Eastham: Two sites on Dyer Prince Road restricting flow in Rock Harbor Creek; restrictions of
Boat Meadow River by the Cape Cod Rail Trail (2 sites) and Smith Lane; restrictions of Abelino’s Creek by a stone

14

Town of Eastham. 2010. Local Comprehensive Plan.
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dike, Governor Prence Road, and Route 6; and a restriction to the channel off Hatches Creek caused by an
earthen dike.15 Several of these sites—Dyer Prince Road, Bridge Road, Samoset Road, and Smith Lane—will be
reviewed as part of the Targeted Vulnerability Assessment of Low-Lying Roadways project funded by the
Massachusetts Office of Coastal Zone Management in 2019. The project focuses on resiliency, but the resulting
projects may lead to improved tidal flow. Restrictions of Boat Meadow River were addressed in a project to
widen and resurface the Cape Cod Rail Trail in the early 2000s.
In addition to the Targeted Vulnerability Assessment of Low-Lying Roadways project, the Town has supported
other wetland restoration projects such as the removal of an earthen berm and pipe culvert which restored flow
to 11.5 acres of Sunken Meadow in 2011.16 The Town is also currently obtaining permits to restore the Bridge
Pond herring run by reestablishing the historic connection between Great Pond and Deborah’s Pond, with
partial grant funding from the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Natural Resources Conservation Service.
While all wetland resources in Massachusetts receive protection under the Wetland Protection Act (310 CMR
10.00), the wetland systems along the Bay shoreline are within designated Areas of Critical Environmental
Concern (ACECs), and as such, receive additional protection at the state and local levels (described below).
The Nauset estuary, located on the Atlantic side of Eastham, encompasses approximately 800 acres17 and is comanaged by Eastham, Orleans, and the National Park Service. Water quality—specifically nutrient enrichment—
and tidal flows are believed to be the main cause of eelgrass decline in the Nauset estuary system, with research
concluding that eelgrass has not been present there since at least 2001.18
The inlet in the barrier beach has been migrating northward since the early 1960s and the beach has breached a
number of times.19
Orleans and Eastham have been collaborating for several years to assess navigation in the estuary. The existing
entrance to the estuary has been silting in, making it difficult, if not impossible, for larger boats to safely
15

Cape Cod Commission. 2001. Cape Cod Atlas of Tidally Restricted Salt Marshes.
Castagno, K.A. 2014. Co-Evaluation of Success of Components in Salt Marsh Restoration and the Shellfish Industry on
Outer Cape Cod, MA.
17
Town of Eastham. 2010. Local Comprehensive Plan.
18
Woods Hole Group. 2016. Nauset Estuary Dredging Feasibility Assessment.
19
Aubrey, D.G., Voulgaris, G., Spencer, W.D., and O’Malley, S.P. 1997. Tidal Circulation and Flushing Characteristics of the
Nauset Marsh System: report to the Town of Orleans.
16
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navigate during anything but high tide. While both towns acknowledge that improvements are needed to ensure
access to moorings, town landings, shellfish grants, and other recreational and commercial opportunities,
stakeholders are also aware of the need to minimize impacts on the area’s beach, marsh, water quality, and
other natural resources. Some specific dredging considerations include the impacts to the barrier beach, the use
of dredge spoils, and the longevity of a project conducted in a dynamic system. Further, “no wake” areas have
been designated in Cable Creek and the area near Hemenway Landing to protect this important marsh system,
as noted in Figure 8.

Figure 8: No Wake Zones in the Areas of Hemenway Landing and Cable Creek (Map from Town of Eastham)
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Figure 9: Wetland Resources in the Town of Eastham
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Beaches
Sandy beaches dominate both the Atlantic and Cape Cod Bay shorelines of Eastham. The Town owns and
maintains several beaches on the Bay side: South Sunken Meadow Beach, Cooks Brook Beach, Campground
Beach, Thumpertown Beach, Kingsbury Beach/Landing, Cole Road Beach, First Encounter Beach, Boat Meadow
Beach, and Dyer Prince Beach. These beaches are popular destinations for residents and visitors to Eastham.
On the Cape Cod Bay shoreline, the Town owns and maintains access points at Bay Road, “Little” Campground,
and Saltworks Stairways. The National Park Service manages the Cape Cod National Seashore along the Atlantic
shoreline, which extends from Eastham to Provincetown. The beaches comprising the Cape Cod National
Seashore are visited by roughly four million people a year, and a 2019 report estimates that the Seashore
created between $1.7 million and $4.9 million in direct and indirect economic benefits annually between 2012
and 2018. 20, 21
In addition to the recreational opportunities they provide to humans, beaches also aid in flood protection,
dissipate wave energy, supply sediment to other coastal and nearshore sites, and provide habitat for countless
species. Barrier beaches in the vicinity of Sunken Meadow, First Encounter, and Nauset also provide protection
for the landward salt marshes and creeks.

20

National Park Service. 2019. Cape Cod National Seashore Creates Over $638 Million Dollars in Economic Benefits Report
Shows Visitor Spending Supports 6,098 Jobs in Local Economy. Online at:
https://www.nps.gov/caco/learn/news/econ19.htm.
21
National Park Service. 2019. Visitor Spending Effects – Economic Contributions of National Park Visitor Spending. Online
at: https://www.nps.gov/subjects/socialscience/vse.htm.
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Sediment Management
Research on the sediment movement along Eastham’s Bay shoreline was conducted by the Center for Coastal
Studies in 2018, with funding through the Massachusetts Office of Coastal Zone Management22. Specifically, the
study developed a century-scale sediment budget along approximately 7.6 km (4.7 miles) of shoreline from the
Sunken Meadow Spit in Wellfleet south to First Encounter Spit in Eastham to document the direction and
volume of sediment movement as well as the sources and sinks of sediment in the nearshore zone. This
information is used by coastal managers to better understand coastal evolution in general and to inform
decisions about the impacts associated with altering the nearshore zone with coastal engineering structures,
beach replenishment projects, and other related activities.

22

Center for Coastal Studies. 2018. Assessment of the Century-Scale Sediment Budget for the Eastham and Wellfleet Coasts
of Cape Cod Bay.
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In addition to quantifying net rates and direction of longshore sediment transport, the study discussed the
importance of the town’s beach nourishment program that accounts for nearly 20% of the annual north/south
longshore sediment transport. Significantly, private and public nourishment efforts help to mitigate the loss of
natural sediment sources associated with armoring 43% of the 4.7 mile shoreline between Sunken Meadow Spit
and First Encounter Spit.
Recognizing the important role of sediment management for climate resiliency, Eastham is working with
Wellfleet, Truro, Provincetown, and the Center for Coastal Studies to develop a comprehensive shoreline
management framework for 35 miles of their shared Bay shoreline. The project is funded by the Massachusetts
Office of Coastal Zone Management.

Tidal Flats
Much of the Nauset Estuary system as well as the entire Cape Cod Bay shoreline of Eastham is fringed by tidal
flats. Tidal flats in Eastham support economic activities such as shellfishing and aquaculture, and many boat
moorings are located on the flats. Tidal flats also are the site of high primary production and nutrient recycling
and are important foraging grounds for shore birds, juvenile fish, and crustaceans.
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The flats located on the Bay side of Town are part of a 12,000-acre system that extend from Brewster to
Eastham, making this area one of the largest flats in Massachusetts.
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Wildlife
All coastal waters surrounding Eastham, as well as the ACECs, Nauset Marsh, and the Cape Cod National
Seashore have been identified as important habitat for Rare, Threatened, and/or Endangered species. More
details on the reptiles, American eels, herring, shorebirds, shellfish, seals, and sharks in these areas are below.
Reptiles
Of particular importance in the coastal and near-coastal systems of the harbor and waterways planning area are
diamondback terrapins and sea turtles.
Diamondback terrapins live in brackish water and upland marsh areas and nest in sand above the high tide line.
Considered a delicacy in the 1800s, diamondback terrapin were hunted almost to the point of extinction.
Though populations increased again after a decline in culinary demand, the species is now listed as Threatened
due in large part to habitat loss, increased predation, and the wildlife pet trade.23
A number of stakeholder groups are working together to protect diamondback terrapins through land
conservation and activities to protect and monitor nesting sites and decrease road kills during nesting season. As
an example of local habitat protection efforts, in 2015, the Town purchased 1.6 acres of salt marsh on the edge
of Herring River. Partners in this important step toward habitat protection included Town Meeting voters, the
Eastham Conservation Foundation, the Compact of Cape Cod Conservation Trusts, dedicated volunteers, and
Mass Audubon’s Wellfleet Bay Wildlife Sanctuary.24
In addition to the diamondback terrapin, the waters off of Eastham are habitat for a number of Endangered sea
turtles including the Kemp’s ridley and leatherback. Due to the geography of Cape Cod, these animals can
become trapped as they try to migrate south, becoming cold-stunned as water temperatures drop.
Organizations such as the New England Aquarium and the Mass Audubon Wellfleet Bay Wildlife Sanctuary work
diligently to rehabilitate these animals and return them to their natural habitat.

23

Mass Audubon. Diamondback Terrapins. Online at: https://www.massaudubon.org/get-outdoors/wildlifesanctuaries/wellfleet-bay/about/our-conservation-work/diamondback-terrapins.
24
CapeCod.com. 2015. Land Purchased in Eastham to Protect Threatened Terrapins. Online at:
https://www.capecod.com/newscenter/land-purchase-in-eastham-to-protect-threatened-terrapins/.
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American Eel
The American eel population on Cape Cod has declined due in part to overfishing—including poaching—and
habitat loss. Organizations such as the Massachusetts Bays National Estuary Partnership and the Association to
Preserve Cape Cod, as well as the Town, have been working to protect the American eel by engaging in policy
discussions, improving passages, and restoring habitats. For example, in 2018, the Town restored a section of eel
habitat, replacing a culvert at Campground Beach that connects to a pond behind the parking area.
Herring
The shoreline of Cape Cod Bay is important habitat for alewife and blueback herring which spend most of their
lives in salt water, but return to freshwater in the spring in order to spawn. After spawning, the adults return to
sea, with the juvenile herring returning toward the end of the summer/beginning of fall. These herring are an
important bait fish and also a vital part of the food chain for marine life such as striped bass, bluefish, whales,
and coastal birds.
Eastham has two active herring runs: Bridge Pond and Herring Pond. Town and state regulations prohibit the
taking of herring, and the Natural Resources Department manages and maintains the resource.
The Association to Preserve Cape Cod and the Massachusetts Bays National Estuary Partnership established
volunteer herring monitoring at Bridge Pond (Herring Brook) and Herring Pond (Herring River) in Eastham.
Between 2014 and 2018, monitoring at these two sites resulted in a wide range of estimated herring run sizes,
as shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Estimated Herring Run Sizes. 25

Year
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

Bridge Pond
8,188
3,204
1,932
4,849
12,716

Herring Pond
No data
No data
378
344
3,310

25

Association to Preserve Cape Cod and the MassBays Program. 2019. Summary of Volunteer Herring Counts. Cape Cod,
2007-2018. Online at: https://www.apcc.org/herring/Cape%20Cod%20Herring%20Run%20Summary%202007-2018updated-2-15-19.xlsx.pdf
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The Town is working to improve its local herring runs. As noted in the discussion of wetlands, in the fall of 2019,
the town of Eastham proposed to restore habitat connectivity between Great Pond and Deborah’s Pond and
“mitigate the flow of stormwater and sediment from great Pond Road” by replacing an existing 10-inch culvert
with a 35-inch culvert and stormwater improvements along Great Pond Road26. This project is funded in part by
the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the Natural Resources Conservation Service.
Shorebirds
Eastham is a popular birding destination. The vast marsh systems, tidal flats, and nearby protected beaches
attract a wide variety of species including gulls, cormorants, heron, sandpipers, plovers, and many others. The
Natural Resources Department partners with Mass Audubon annually to delineate plover and tern nesting
habitat at First Encounter Beach, in coordination with the Massachusetts Natural Heritage and Endangered
Species Program, as part of an ATV and truck access program for Boat Meadow ADA access.
Shellfish
Eastham’s coastal areas are habitat for a wide variety of shellfish species including the American oyster, bay
scallop, blue mussel, razor clam, sea scallop, soft-shell clam, surf clam, and quahog, as shown in Figure 10. These
species thrive in the local wetlands, tidal flats, and sandy bottoms in and around Eastham. Among the important
shellfish habitats in the region is Billingsgate Island, which local historians call the “Atlantis of Cape Cod”. Once
the site of dozens of cottages, a schoolhouse, and a light house, this now bare island south of the boundary
between Eastham and Wellfleet is submerged except at high tide. A seeding ground for many different species
of shellfish, the site is not easily managed and, as a result, is fished by non-licensed individuals.
Many species of shellfish provide local benefits to the environment including water filtration, sediment
stabilization, reduction of shoreline erosion in marsh systems, and protection of coastlines from storm surges
and wave action.

26

Woods Hole Group. 2019. Notification of filing an Ecological Restoration Limited Project Appendix A to Form 3, Notice of
Intent for the Town of Eastham at 185 Great Pond Road and along the Great Pond Roadway in Eastham, MA.
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Figure 10: Shellfish Suitability Areas in the Town of Eastham
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The Town of Eastham conducts shellfish relays and propagation in order to supplement the natural shellfish
stocks, as described in Table 6.
(See the section on Commercial Fishing and Aquaculture for more information on shellfish in Eastham.)
Seals and Sharks
Prior to passage of the Marine Mammal Protection Act in 1972, seals had been hunted for their fur and blubber
and to reduce predation on commercially important fish species. With the increase in seal populations since
their protection, populations in the Cape Cod area have grown significantly, with one estimate putting the
population at as many as 50,000 seals27.
As the seal population has increased, so too has the population of great white sharks, which prey upon seals.
Studies by the Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries suggest that the great white shark population is on
the rise28, making shark sightings and beach closures more likely in the future. The Massachusetts Division of
Marine Fisheries, the Atlantic White Shark Conservancy, and others continue to conduct studies that will better
assist coastal communities with planning to prevent shark attacks on humans.
The Town has posted signs at beaches to warn people about the dangers of sharks, and received funding from
the state to install call boxes and make cellular improvements.
In 2019, the Woods Hole Group prepared a report on behalf of the towns of Eastham, Orleans, Chatham,
Wellfleet, Truro, and Provincetown, in partnership with the Cape Cod National Seashore and the Atlantic White
Shark Conservancy. The report identified a number of potential additional mitigation strategies for the outer
Cape, ranging from education and trainings for beachgoers, to improved emergency response, to technologybased barriers and detection strategies.29

27

Bittel, J. 2018. Cape Cod’s Gray Seal and White Shark Problem is Anything but Black and White. NRDC.
Pratt, M. 2017. More great White Sharks Appear to be Visiting off Cape Cod. Associated Press.
29
Woods Hole Group. 2019. Outer Cape Shark Mitigation Alternatives Analysis: Evaluating strategies to support regional
decision making and public safety efforts. Online at: https://www.easthamma.gov/sites/easthamma/files/uploads/shark_mitigation_alternatives_analysis_technical_report_10112019_0.pdf.
28
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Table 6: Shellfish Relays, Plantings, and Propagation Efforts30

Year

Quahog Relay
(source: Taunton River)

2018

352 bushels planted in
Salt Pond, Town Cove,
Hemenway Landing

2017

300 bushels planted in
Town Cove and Salt
Pond

2016

400 bushels planted in
Town Cove and Salt
Pond

2015

500 bushels planted in
Town Cove and Salt
Pond

2014

400 bushels planted in
Town Cove and Salt
Pond

30

Quahog Seed
(source: Cape Cod
Cooperative Extension)
250,000 (1.5 mm) seed grown
in Salt Pond facility and
broadcast in Nauset Marsh
and Town Cove

Quahog Seed
(purchased)

Oysters

n/a

250,000 (1.5 mm) seed grown
in Salt Pond facility and
broadcast in Nauset Marsh,
Salt Pond, and Town Cove
300,000 (1.5 mm) seed grown
in Salt Pond facility and
broadcast in Nauset Marsh,
Salt Pond, and Town Cove
300,000 juvenile seed
quahogs were planted
throughout the Nauset
Estuary
425,000 quahog seed < 2 mm
grown in Salt Pond facility
and broadcast in Salt Pond,
Town Cove, Nauset Marsh

n/a

Remote set
program initiated in
South Sunken
Meadow (100 bags)
20,000 oysters
grown in Salt Pond
to ≥ 3 inches
20,000 oyster seed
grown in Salt Pond
and released in Salt
Pond River
25,000 oyster seed
grown in Salt Pond
and released in Salt
Pond River
25,000 oyster seed
grown in Salt Pond
and released in Salt
Pond River
25,000 oyster seed
grown in Salt Pond
and released in Salt
Pond River

25,000 (12 to 15
mm) broadcast on
the flats of Cape
Cod Bay
n/a

100,000 quahogs
(3/4”) broadcast on
the flats of Cape
Cod Bay

Data shown in the table was taken from the town’s Annual Reports.
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Water Quality
In a community survey conducted as part of the development of the 2010 Comprehensive Plan for Eastham,
water quality was the only issue that consistently ranked among the top three serious issues for Eastham across
all age groups (actual ranks varied based on age group), demonstrating the importance of clean water to the
community.31
Groundwater
The communities on Cape Cod share a sole source aquifer which is recharged by precipitation. The aquifer is
subject to contamination resulting from land uses and activities, and is vulnerable to impacts of sea level rise
which are anticipated to cause salt water intrusion into the freshwater aquifer. The Town has taken several
steps to address groundwater concerns—most notably efforts to minimize contamination of groundwater
downgradient of the closed landfill. The Town has monitored locations and concentrations of 1-4 dioxane, a
chemical believed to be a human carcinogen. In 2014, voters at Town Meeting approved the funding of a water
supply system which would service those impacted by the landfill contamination, and which could potentially be
expanded to the entire town.
The Town also works to minimize impacts to groundwater resulting from septic systems and cesspools. One
hundred percent of the homes in Eastham are serviced by private wastewater systems. Many of these systems
are traditional septic systems where solids are removed and liquids are filtered through the filtration system and
soil and enter the groundwater. The Town is exploring opportunities to pilot and incentivize alternatives to
traditional systems that would reduce the levels of nutrients entering the groundwater.
When groundwater interfaces with surface water, contaminants such as nitrogen (in salt water) and phosphorus
(in freshwater) can contribute to algal blooms and impact organisms living in the affected surface waters. The
Town is exploring opportunities to reduce groundwater contamination through the use of permeable reactive
barriers designed to intercept and filter groundwater as it moves toward surface waterbodies. At the 2019
Annual Town Meeting, voters approved $450,000 toward a project that would inject emulsified vegetable oil in
the vicinity of Salt Pond to help reduce the amount of nitrogen flowing into the Pond via groundwater.
Surface Water

31

Town of Eastham. 2010. Local Comprehensive Plan.
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The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Protection classify surface waters based on factors such as contamination levels, importance to drinking water,
types of uses, and socio-economic value.
The following waterbodies are listed as impaired or threatened (Category 5) and required a Total Maximum
Daily Load (TMDL): Boat Meadow River, Rock Harbor Creek, Little Namskaket Creek, Great Pond, and Town Cove
(See Figure 11).
The Massachusetts Estuary Project (MEP) completed a draft report for the Nauset Harbor Embayment system in
2012. The MEP uses a model to understand nitrogen inputs into key estuaries which is then used to develop
Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs) which quantify the amount of a pollutant that a waterbody can handle
before ecosystem health is compromised. A subsequent review of MEP’s study, conducted by RPS ASA,
concluded that the data used in MEP’s analysis was insufficient and that the analysis did not account for the
dynamic nature of the marsh system and resulting impact(s) of factors such as flushing rates.32

32

RPS ASA. 2012. Technical Review of the Massachusetts Estuary Project Nauset Harbor Embayment System Report for the
Town of Orleans.
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Figure 11: Waterbody Assessments and TMDL Status for Eastham, MA33

Harmful Algal Blooms
Harmful algal blooms (HABs), more commonly known as red tides, have occurred in waters around Eastham.
These red tides are caused by dinoflagellates predominantly in the genus Alexandrium. They can cause paralytic
shellfish poisoning (PSP), which can have significant impacts on human health.
The Nauset Marsh system, and in particular, the areas around Salt Pond, Town Cove, and Mill Pond as well as
areas in the more central portion of the marsh, annually experience red tides due to the existence of cysts in the

33

US EPA. 2010. Waterbody Assessments and TMDL Status, Eastham, MA. Online at:
https://www3.epa.gov/region1/npdes/stormwater/ma/305b303dMaps/Eastham_MA.pdf
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sediment. In Salt Pond, Town Cove, and Mill Pond, levels have exceeded quarantine action limits and thus were
closed for a portion of time nearly every year for the last 30 years.34
Municipal Efforts to Protect Surface Water Quality
The Town has taken many steps to protect the surface water quality in Eastham, including passing regulations,
conducting monitoring and restoration activities, and participating in innovative projects designed to address
water quality. For example, Eastham’s regulations address nutrient pollution through the Fertilizer, Nitrogen,
and Phosphorous Control Regulation and the Nitrogen Reducing Septic Systems in Environmentally Sensitive
Areas regulation. The Town has also secured partial funding to install a permeable reactive barrier in the vicinity
of Salt Pond in order to reduce pollution, and is exploring opportunities to use shellfish to improve water
quality35. The Town works with other landowners in the watersheds to help reduce pollution stemming from
surface and groundwater sources such as wastewater treatment and stormwater systems.
In addition, the Town conducts water quality monitoring at its ponds and beaches weekly during the summer.
These tests are used to determine when beach closures are needed for public health purposes. During the 2018
and 2019 beach seasons, the following sites exceeded water quality thresholds:











Campground Beach (Closed 1 time in 2018)
Cooks Brook (Closed 7 times in 2018)
Dyer Prince (Closed 1 time in 2019)
First Encounter Spit (Closed 1 time in 2018)
Kingsbury (Closed 1 time in 2019)
Long Pond/Depot Pond (Closed 2 times in 2019, 1 time in 2018)
Salt Pond (Closed 4 times in 2019, 1 time in 2018)
South Sunken Meadow (Closed 6 times in 2018)
Thumpertown (Closed 1 time in 2019)
Town Cove (Closed 1 time in 2019)

34

Woods Hole Group. 2016. Nauset Estuary Dredging Feasibility Assessment.
Science Wares, Inc. 2018. Final Shellfish Feasibility Study for Salt Pond. Online at: https://www.easthamma.gov/sites/easthamma/files/uploads/salt_pond_shellfish_feasibility_tm_final_2018-10-15.pdf
35
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Areas of Critical Environmental Concern
Communities in Massachusetts can nominate special places to receive the designation of an “Area of Critical
Environmental Concern (ACEC) based on the “quality, uniqueness, and significance of its natural and cultural
resources”36. As an ACEC, the area is subject to elevated state permitting standards which increase
environmental oversight.
Two ACECs have been identified in Eastham: the Wellfleet Harbor ACEC and the Inner Cape Cod Bay ACEC (see
Figure 12).
Designated in 1989, the Wellfleet Harbor ACEC spans three municipalities, encompassing 12,480 acres37. The
majority of the ACEC is in Wellfleet (92%), but five percent of the ACEC is in the northwestern portion of
Eastham and three percent is in Truro38. The Wellfleet Harbor ACEC was recognized not only for its important
natural features such as unaltered barrier beaches, marsh system, tidal flats, and shellfish production, but also
for its visual landscapes and cultural resources.39 In fact, the area was also identified in the 1982 Massachusetts
Landscapes Inventory as “containing visual landscapes and cultural resources that place it in the top 5% of all
landscapes in the Commonwealth.”40
Encompassing 2,600 acres, the Inner Cape Cod Bay ACEC extends into the southwestern portion of Eastham and
is shared between Brewster (15% of the ACEC), Orleans (29% of the ACEC), and Eastham (56% of the ACEC).41 In
2002, the Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program identified almost 90% of the ACEC as “core
habitat” through their BioMap Project, noting this as an area with high biodiversity and in great need of
protection.42 In addition to important feeding, spawning, and nursery grounds within this ACEC, the area was
also identified, in 2002, as important habitat to four species that were either Endangered, Threatened, or of
Special Concern, including: salt reed grass (Special Concern), the oysterleaf (Endangered), the seabeach dock

36

ACEC Program Overview. Online at: https://www.mass.gov/service-details/acec-program-overview
Wellfleet Harbor ACEC. Online at: https://www.mass.gov/service-details/wellfleet-harbor-acec.
38
Ibid.
39
Secretary of Environmental Affairs. 1989. Designation of Portions of the Towns of Eastham, Truro, and Wellfleet as the
Wellfleet Harbor Area of Critical Environmental Concern with Supporting Findings.
40
Ibid.
41
Inner Cape Cod ACEC. Online at: https://www.mass.gov/service-details/inner-cape-cod-bay-acec.
42
Ibid.
37
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(Threatened), and the diamondback terrapin (Threatened).43 Like the Wellfleet Harbor ACEC, much of this ACEC
was also identified as “noteworthy” in the Massachusetts Landscape Inventory. While the ACEC does border
Rock Harbor, it does not encompass the channel or the water areas that support docks.
Both ACECs were not only recognized for their natural benefits, but also for their economic benefits to fishing
and tourism.
In 1980, the Town developed specific language in their wetlands bylaws to address activities in the ACECs,
providing additional protection for approximately 400 acres of town land44.

43
44

Ibid.
Town of Eastham. 2010. Local Comprehensive Plan.
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Figure 12: Areas of Critical Environmental Concern in the Town of Eastham
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FISHING & AQUACULTURE

Commercial fishing in Eastham can be traced back generations, to times when the town’s shores supported drift
whaling, and revenue from drift whaling went to support the church and the colonial government45. Similarly,
non-commercial fishing has a long history in Eastham, extending back to the first inhabitants of the area who
shellfished and used strategies such as weirs to catch finfish.
Over time, target species for local fishermen have changed due to economic and cultural factors such as shifts in
markets, and natural factors such as species abundance, e.g., declines in cod, soft shell clams, and blue mussels.
Despite these shifts, fishing has consistently been an important cultural and economic factor for the Town and
region. Today, Eastham supports robust recreational fisheries such as bluefish, striped bass, and quahogs. The
45

Starbuck. A. 1878. History of the American Whale Fishery from its Earliest Inception to the Year 1876.
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Town also is home to commercial finfisheries, shellfisheries, and a lobster fishery. Further, Eastham is
experiencing growth in aquaculture.

Recreational Fishing
Recreational fishing in Eastham consists of both finfishing and shellfishing. Fishing for bluefish and striped bass is
a popular activity along the town’s shoreline, at locations such as First Encounter Beach. Local boaters also fish
for a variety of species in town waters, including tuna and cod. A small number of charter boats operate out of
Rock Harbor and provide recreational fishing opportunities.
In addition to finfishing, shellfishing for quahogs, steamers, oysters, scallops, and mussels is a popular activity in
Eastham. Considered an important link to the town’s history and traditional way of life, the Town hosts “learn to
shellfish” programs through the Recreation Department and Natural Resources Department.
Shellfishing is available along much of the town’s shoreline, with the exception of Bee’s River, Boat Meadow
Creek, and Rock Harbor Creek (see Figure 13), which are closed due to impaired water quality. Each year
different areas of Salt Pond are also closed to shellfishing in order to facilitate the town’s relay of contaminated
shellfish from the Taunton River (see below for more information). The rest of Salt Pond is open on Sundays for
recreational shellfishing. Those seeking a recreational shellfishing licenses can obtain one for a year or for seven
days, depending on their needs. Both types of permits allow harvests of up to ten quarts of shellfish per week.
Annual resident permits comprise the majority of the shellfishing permits issued each year. In 2018, the Town
issued 879 recreational shellfish permits for residents, 556 resident-senior permits, 49 non-resident permits, and
258 one-week permits for visitors.46

46

Town of Eastham. 2018. Annual Report. Online at: https://www.easthamma.gov/sites/easthamma/files/pages/eastham_annual_report_2018_0.pdf.
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Figure 13: Shellfishing Locations in Eastham47

47

Town of Eastham Shellfish Closure Areas. Online at: https://www.easthamma.gov/sites/easthamma/files/uploads/20190720.pdf
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Commercial Fishing
Most commercial fishing for finfish and lobster is based out of Rock Harbor or the waters of Nauset Marsh and
Town Cove. Rock Harbor supports approximately three to four commercial fishing vessels at slips and another
six or so that regularly launch from the boat ramp. Approximately 12-14 commercial fishing vessels are berthed
in the waters of Nauset Marsh and Town Cove, with additional commercial vessels launched from Hemenway
Landing. Collins Landing also supports the commercial industry, but largely for dinghy and gear storage and for
offloading of catch. Similarly, other shoreline access areas such as First Encounter Beach are used to store gear
and access vessels.
In 2016, 2017, and 2018, the annual value of fish landed in Eastham surpassed one million dollars, and the total
value of the catch landed in Eastham between 2014 and 2018 exceeded five million dollars.
American lobster was the most valuable species landed in Eastham during 2016-2018 (data for 2019 are not yet
available). During those three years alone (2016-2018) American lobster landed in Eastham was valued at a total
of more than $1.8 million dollars (approximately $690,300 in 2016, $674,700 in 2017, and $453,900 in 2018).
The second highest value species during that same time period (2016-2018) was the eastern oyster, which
brought in a total of more than $918,000 (approximately $325,200 in 2016, $216,900 in 2017, and $376,400 in
2018).
Commercial shellfishing, more so than other types of commercial fishing in Eastham, has been stable over the
years, with 132 municipal commercial shellfish permits sold in 2019, and similar numbers sold in past years.
Commercial shellfishing primarily targets quahogs and scallops, though the harvest of razor clams has increased
over the past 5-7 years and had an ex-vessel value of more than $100,000 in 2018. By comparison, the
commercial finfishing industry is much smaller and includes approximately three charter/for hire vessels.
Data about the fisheries in Eastham are available in Table 7. The categories of species used to compile the table
draw from data recorded by the Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries and are based on the following
species:



Finfish: black sea bass, striped bass, bluefish, Atlantic cod, haddock, Atlantic mackerel, scup, longfin
loligo squid, tautog, bluefin tuna
Invertebrates: conchs, horseshoe crab, Jonah crab, American lobster, channeled whelk, knobbed whelk
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Shellfish: blood clam, northern quahog, Atlantic razor clam, soft clam, Atlantic surf clam, blue mussel,
bay scallop, sea scallop

Table 7: : Eastham Landings (Live Pounds) and Ex-vessel Value by Species Category, 2014-201848.

SPECIES CATEGORY
FINFISH
INVERTEBRATE
SHELLFISH
Total

LANDINGS
8051.14
39144.22
195123.39
242318.75

2014
VALUE
$27,886
$239,156
$411,524
$678,565

LANDINGS
5933.97
39868.27
274325.67
320127.91

2015
VALUE
$17,469
$240,329
$520,717
$778,514

LANDINGS
2303.5
111990.66
186753.53
301047.69

2016
VALUE
$8,557
$691,174
$471,902
$1,171,632

LANDINGS
5479.58
110698
194823.88
311001.46

2017
VALUE
$23,295
$676,211
$426,695
$1,126,200

LANDINGS
4715.08
84585.04
440433.84
529733.96

2018
VALUE
$16,928
$460,403
$769,058
$1,246,389

Aquaculture
Intertidal and subtidal private aquaculture has existed in Eastham since as early as the 1930’s; however, like
many coastal communities in the region, Eastham’s aquaculture industry is experiencing new growth, which is
good for the local economy and may also be good for improving water quality. In response to this growth, the
Town recently worked with the state’s Division of Marine Fisheries to update its aquaculture regulations.
The Town designated Aquaculture Development Areas (ADAs) in the intertidal areas of Cape Cod Bay and Nauset
Marsh (which encompasses the area already in production as of January 1, 1997). Aquaculture is also allowed on
private tidelands, and sites outside of the existing ADAs may be considered. See figures 14-17 for maps of
aquaculture sites.
The Town has issued 30 aquaculture licenses—all of which are for growing oysters. Six of those sites also include
quahog.
Currently, demand for aquaculture grants outpaces supply. Twenty individuals are on the waiting list for the
Nauset Marsh ADA (as of October 2019) – some have been on since 2014. The waiting list for the Boat Meadow
ADA includes 23 people – some have been on since 2016.

48

Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries. 2019. SAFIS Dealer Database (12/13/2019).
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Figure 14: Aquaculture Sites - Map 2A

Figure 15: Aquaculture Sites - Map 2B
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Figure 16: Aquaculture Sites - Map 2C

Figure 17: Boat Meadow Aquaculture Development Area
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Figure 18: Designated Shellfish Growing Areas in the Town of Eastham
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Municipal Shellfish Regulations
The Town has historically taken an active role in managing its shellfish resources for commercial and
recreational use, while the state and federal government regulate other fisheries such as finfish and lobster.
Covering topics such as when, where, and how to harvest shellfish and harvest limits, the purpose of the town’s
shellfish regulations are to “protect, enhance and assure continuance of a healthy shellfishing industry in the
Town of Eastham”49.
The Town issues three types of permits: commercial, recreational, and apprentice—all of which are nontransferable. Commercial permits are only available to Eastham residents, though Orleans residents can also
commercially shellfish in Eastham waters with a valid permit from the Town of Eastham. Similarly, Eastham
residents with a valid commercial permit from the Town of Eastham are allowed to shellfish in Orleans waters
with a valid permit from the Town of Orleans. Those under the age of 14 can obtain a free apprentice permit
and assist commercial harvesters, though the apprentice permit does not allow the apprentice to harvest
his/her own shellfish.
Recreational permits are available for residents and non-residents and can be issued for a year (June 1-May 31)
or for a period of seven consecutive days. Only one recreational permit is issued per household. The types of
permits and associated fees are outlined in Table 8.
Table 8: Shellfish Permits and Fees50

Permit
Recreational
Recreational
Recreational
Commercial
Recreational
Replacement

Permit Class
Class 1 – Taxpayer
Class 2 – Senior Taxpayer (ages $65 and up)
Class 4 – Non-resident
Class 5 – Commercial
Class 5 – Senior Commercial (ages 70 & up)
Class 6 – Seven (7) Day
All Classes

Fee Amount
Twenty-Five Dollars ($25)
Twelve Dollars ($12)
Seventy-Five Dollars ($75)
Two Hundred Dollars ($200)
Twelve Dollars ($12)
Thirty Dollars ($30)
Seven Dollars ($7)

49

Town of Eastham Shellfish Regulations and Fees and Catch Limits. Online at: https://www.easthamma.gov/sites/easthamma/files/uploads/shellfish_regulations_-_updated_9-30-151.pdf.
50
Ibid.
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Municipal Propagation and Restoration Efforts
The Town engages in a number of activities for the purposes of building shellfish populations. First, the Town
plants 300-500 bushels of contaminated quahog taken from the Taunton River each year. These quahog are
allowed to depurate in Town Cove and Salt Pond for a number of months, after which they can be harvested.
The Town also obtains quahog seed from the Cape Cod Cooperative Extension on an annual basis. This seed is
grown out at the facility in Salt Pond and is broadcast into Nauset Marsh, Salt Pond, and Town Cove.
Periodically, the Town will also purchase quahog seed to broadcast on the flats of Cape Cod Bay. Lastly, the
Town grows oysters in Salt Pond which are released each year in various locations once they reach
approximately 2-3 inches in diameter. More information about the town’s efforts to maintain healthy shellfish
populations is available in the section on natural resources.
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TOURISM & ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
With a population that soars from approximately 5,000 people in the off-season to more than 22,000 people
during the summer, much of the town’s economy is driven by its seasonality. Though the economy is strong, the
Town is exploring opportunities to expand and diversify the local economy—through events and place-making
projects, new marketing and branding strategies, revisions to zoning and permitting regulations, infrastructure
improvements, the establishment of a new office of economic development, and other activities51. Efforts to
expand the local economy will need to maintain the community character and take into consideration impacts
on natural resources while also increasing affordable housing for both seasonal and year-round employees.
Some features that shape the local economy include the town’s geography, land-use, and existing industries and
business opportunities such as the National Seashore.

51

J.M. Goldson. 2019. Draft Town of Eastham Strategic Plan FY2020-2024.
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Geography
Eastham is located on the lower arm of Cape Cod, bordered by the Town of Wellfleet to the north and the Town
of Orleans to the south, and has approximately 4.5 miles of coastline on each of two bodies of water, the
Atlantic Ocean to the east and Cape Cod Bay to the west. This geography has created a vital and enduring
connection between people and the town’s harbor and waterways; and this connection is central to the town’s
culture, identity, and economy. In addition, people routinely cite the natural beauty of the environment, natural
resources, and water quality as critically important and fundamental to Eastham’s appeal to both residents and
visitors.
The lack of a traditional walkable downtown found in other Cape Cod towns makes the Eastham waterfront and
beaches a natural gathering place for both residents and visitors. Modest improvements and increases in
programming and facilities could make the waterfront even more of a destination and community gathering
place.

Industry
As a coastal resort town, Eastham’s economy is heavily dependent on seasonal recreation activities, including
the associated retail, dining, and lodging needs that often accompany these activities. Tourism both supports
and benefits from the service, trade, and construction industries, which make up more than 75 percent of
businesses in Eastham.52 More specifically, two of the top three employment sectors in Eastham directly, though
not exclusively, relate to the seasonal economy: leisure and hospitality (25% of the local employment sector)
and construction (21% of the local employment sector). Education and health services is the third largest sector
of employment in Eastham (12% of the local employment sector).53 Commercial fishing is also an important
industry for local residents.
Several challenges arise from the seasonal nature of the local, and regional economy. For example, many
seasonal jobs such as those in food services and retail are relatively low-wage ($500-600/week)54. With the high
cost of and demand for summer housing on the Cape, it can be challenging for businesses to find reliable help

52

Town of Eastham. 2010. Draft Comprehensive Plan. Online at: https://www.easthamma.gov/sites/easthamma/files/uploads/lcp_04-70-10_web.pdf
53
Cape Cod Commission. 2019. Cape Cod Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy 2019-2023.
54
Cape Cod Commission. 2019. Cape Cod Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy 2019-2023.
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due to the lack of affordable housing. Further, in a seasonal economy, the unemployment rates for year-round
residents fluctuate dramatically as businesses close for the off-season. In addition, seasonal tourism on the Cape
is also highly dependent on the health of the national and international economy. In recessions such as that of
2008, when disposable incomes were impacted, leisure and retail spending dropped, further impacting tourismrelated businesses and employment levels.
To help create a more resilient regional economy, the Cape Cod Commission has developed a comprehensive
economic policy plan for all of Cape Cod. Many of the plan’s initiatives are relevant to Eastham, including those
addressing municipal collaboration, growth opportunities in the blue economy, affordable housing,
infrastructure and transportation improvements, and protection of natural resources.

Photo: John Phelan

Land Use
Route 6 is the major transportation artery on Cape Cod and runs north-to-south through the center of Eastham.
Due to steady traffic flow on Route 6, and reinforced by current zoning districts, businesses and town
government have oriented around the road and it remains the primary commercial feature in Town. There are
two primary clusters of commercial activity along Route 6. One smaller area is located in the vicinity of Town
Hall, while a second larger area is located north of the National Seashore Visitor’s Center and is also outside the
planning area. Despite these commercial areas, the vast majority of the Town is zoned only for residential use.
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Figure 19: Eastham Zoning Map55

55

Town of Eastham. 2018. Town of Eastham Zoning Map. Online at: https://www.easthamma.gov/sites/easthamma/files/uploads/zoning_map_2018.pdf
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Through other town planning efforts and during the stakeholder engagement and public meetings associated
with this planning process, members of the public have repeatedly expressed the importance of maintaining
Eastham’s existing small town community character. This feedback is consistent with the 2017 establishment of
the Eastham Corridor Special District (ECSD), a District of Critical Planning Concern (DCPC) pursuant to Section 11
of the Cape Cod Commission Act. The ECSD was established, in part to, “enhance and protect the character of
Eastham’s commercial areas, encourage mixed-use development, [and] support and enhance the economy in
North Eastham…”.56 The ECSD consists of several neighborhood zoning districts, as follows:
Core Commercial District (CC) The purpose of the Core Commercial District is to create a compact,
vibrant commercial center at Route 6 and Brackett Road that contains small-scale commercial uses
consistent with the neighborhood character and with interconnections between properties to facilitate
convenient pedestrian and bicycle access and circulation. Buildings shall have small setbacks to the
street, and no parking shall be allowed in front yards. The Core Commercial District has a commercial
focus but also allows for accessory residential units.
Office/Residential District (O/R) The purpose of the Office/Residential District is to allow a mix of
residential and compatible low intensity commercial uses in a walkable, residential scale neighborhood.
All development will follow traditional residential patterns. No direct access to Route 6 shall be allowed
from lots in Office/Residential District in order to improve safety and to limit curb cuts on the highway.
Transition Commercial District (TC) The purpose of the Transition Commercial District is to allow for
small-scale commercial and residential uses on the Route 6 corridor outside of the Core Commercial
area, with greater setbacks from Route 6, landscape treatments, and minimal visibility of parked cars,
while maintaining pedestrian scale development and accessibility. A single curb cut shall provide access
to Route 6 from lots in the Transition Commercial District in order to improve safety and limit curb cuts
on the highway.
Limited Commercial District (LC) The purpose of the Limited Commercial District is to allow for a
predominantly residential area with low-intensity commercial uses on Route 6 well outside the
Commercial Core, maintaining pedestrian scale development and accessibility, and avoiding creation of

56

Town of Eastham Zoning Bylaws, Revisions through October 15, 2018. Online at: https://www.easthamma.gov/sites/easthamma/files/uploads/zba_by-laws_rev_11.21.18_0.pdf.
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hazards or congestion. A single curb cut access to Route 6 shall provide access to Route 6 from lots in
the Limited Commercial District in order to improve safety and limit curb cuts on the highway.
Trade Park (TP) The purpose of the Trade Park District is to support the industrial and trade needs of the
community, providing an appropriate location off of Route 6 for businesses in the building trades and
similar industries.
District A (Residential Uses) A residential district of single-family and two-family dwellings. A portion of
District A is located within the ECSD and pre-dates establishment of the ECSD. This Section does not
establish new zoning for District A. (For District A zoning regulation see Sections V and IX. Site Plan
Approval for residential uses within the ECSD, where required under Section IX, shall fall under Eastham
Zoning Bylaw Section XIV Site Plan Approval Residential).57

57

Town of Eastham Zoning Bylaws, Revisions through October 15, 2018. Online at: https://www.easthamma.gov/sites/easthamma/files/uploads/zba_by-laws_rev_11.21.18_0.pdf.
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Figure 20: Eastham Corridor Special District Map58

58

Town of Eastham Zoning Bylaws, Revisions through October 15, 2018. Online at: https://www.easthamma.gov/sites/easthamma/files/uploads/zba_by-laws_rev_11.21.18_0.pdf.
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Gateway to the National Seashore
The Cape Cod National Seashore was established in 1961 and is managed by the National Park Service in
coordination with local towns.59 The National Seashore encompasses more than 68 square miles of beaches,
dunes, marshlands, ponds, and uplands, including more than 40 miles of pristine Atlantic Ocean shoreline from
Chatham to Provincetown.60
Eastham is known as the gateway to the National Seashore, with the Visitor’s Center at Salt Pond centrally
located in Town. Although the National Seashore is not included in the planning area, it is an important asset for
the Town and a popular destination for both residents and visitors. Approximately one third (3,000 acres) of the
town land area is within the boundaries of the National Seashore.61 The Town and National Park Service staff
communicate on a regular basis and coordinate about research projects, education, and other managerial and
transportation topics.

Photo: Cholmes75, Wikimedia

59

U.S. Department of the Interior. National Park Service. 2019. Cape Cod National Seashore. Online at:
https://www.nps.gov/caco/index.htm
60
Ibid.
61
Town of Eastham. 2010. Draft Comprehensive Plan. Online at: https://www.easthamma.gov/sites/easthamma/files/uploads/lcp_04-70-10_web.pdf
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There is no doubt that the presence of the National Seashore contributes to the local economy; however, as the
Town considers potential marketing options, there is ongoing debate about whether the idea of a “gateway”
should be used to brand Eastham. For some, the notion of the Town as a gateway implies that it is a place to be
passed through en route to another place.62

62

J.M. Goldson. 2019. Draft Town of Eastham Strategic Plan FY2020-2024.
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SEA LEVEL RISE
Eastham, like many other coastal communities, already experiences flooding during storm events. That flooding
is expected to worsen with rising sea levels and storm surges, rising groundwater, and increased precipitation
due to climate change. The changes in water levels and areas prone to flooding are important to consider as the
Town moves forward with infrastructure upgrades, natural resources management projects, and other efforts
that will be impacted by the changing climate. Though the Harbor and Waterways Management Plan does not
directly address impacts from climate change (those impacts are being addressed through other efforts), the
plan does take the impacts into consideration in its recommendations.

Photo: CapeCod.com – Bridge Road flooded (Jan. 4 2018)
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To put the town’s risks from sea level rise in perspective, relative sea level rise in the northeast increased 10-12
inches between 1900 and 200063. Depending on which models one uses, future sea level rise projections for
Massachusetts in the year 2100 range from an increase of 29 cm (.95 ft) to an increase of 201 cm (6.6 ft)64.
Sea level rise maps for the Town show regular tidal flooding of the docks, ramp, and a portion of the parking lot
at Rock Harbor with only 1-2 feet of sea level rise. Properties in the vicinity of Sunken Meadow, Boat Meadow,
First Encounter Beach, and Herring Brook are also particularly vulnerable due to sea level rise (See Figure 21).
Flooding from sea level rise and storm surge not only has the potential to negatively impact natural resources—
eroding beaches, submerging marshes—but may also cause flooding to roadways, homes, and other
infrastructure. Municipal planning efforts have identified a number of vulnerabilities due to the impacts of
flooding, such as challenges related to informing and evacuating seasonal and elderly populations and accessing
grocery stores and medical facilities.65
The Town is actively planning to identify and reduce its vulnerabilities to flooding, climate change, and coastal
hazards. In 2018-2019, Eastham participated in the state’s Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP) Program
which resulted in the identification of five priority hazards: flooding, coastal erosion, high winds, hurricanes, and
sea level rise and actions needed to address those hazards66. The Town also participates in the federal
Community Rating System (CRS), a voluntary program that incentivizes municipalities to take measures that
reduce and prevent flood-related losses in exchange for discounted flood insurance rates for local policy
holders. Measures to prevent flooding-related impacts to public safety, property, and natural resources are also
established through the town’s zoning regulations for the Floodplain District, though the overlay zone is based
on existing floodplain data which doesn’t take into consideration sea level rise and increased storm surge
projections.

63

Horton, R., G. Yohe, W. Easterling, R. Kates, M. Ruth, E. Sussman, A. Whelchel, D. Wolfe, and F. Lipschultz, 2014: Ch. 16:
Northeast. Climate Change Impacts in the United States: The Third National Climate Assessment, J. M. Melillo, Terese (T.C.)
Richmond, and G. W. Yohe, Eds., U.S. Global Change Research Program, 16-1-nn.
64
Climate Change in Massachusetts and its Impacts. Online at: https://www.mass.gov/service-details/climate-change-inmassachusetts-and-its-impacts.
65
Town of Eastham. 2019. Eastham Community Resilience Building Workshops Summary of Findings. Online at:
https://www.mass.gov/files/documents/2019/07/11/Eastham%20Report.pdf.
66
Ibid.
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A number of local and regional studies have also been conducted or are in development that (will) provide
important data and resources to combat flooding from sea level rise and storm surge. Examples of these
include:










Route 6 Corridor Improvement Initiative – The Massachusetts Department of Transportation, the Cape
Cod Commission, and the Town of Eastham are working to identify improvements for safe and
convenient access to Route 6. This study will likely highlight flooding-related concerns at the Route 6
rotary.
Regional Comprehensive Shoreline Management Framework – Funded by the Massachusetts Office of
Coastal Zone Management, this study will examine the shoreline characteristics of Provincetown, Truro,
Wellfleet, and Eastham and result in a framework and MOU to improve coordinated management of
the Cape Cod Bay shoreline.
Storm Tide Pathway Study – The Center for Coastal Studies and the Cape Cod Cooperative Extension are
identifying and mapping storm tide pathways to inform strategies that will minimize or eliminate
coastal flooding due to storm surge and sea level rise.
Low-Lying Roadway Assessment – The Town is working with Woods Hole Group to assess flooding and
storm vulnerability, and to develop recommendations for resilient coastal infrastructure that will
protect roads and natural resources. Funding for this project is through the Massachusetts Office of
Coastal Zone Management’s Coastal Resiliency Grant Program.
Hazard Mitigation Plan – Working with the Cape Cod Commission, the Town is in the process of
updating its local hazard mitigation plan which will provide strategies for minimizing risks to a variety of
natural hazards.
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Figure 21: Coastal Inundation Scenarios – Rock Harbor, Boat Meadow, and Sunken Meadow.
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APPENDIX C: DRAFT CHARGE TO
THE HARBOR PLAN
IMPLEMENTATION COMMITTEE
Proposed Charge - DRAFT
Harbor Plan Implementation Committee
Type of Committee:
Advisory to the Select Board
Overall Charge:
The Harbor Plan Implementation Committee is tasked with the implementation and governance of Eastham’s first
Municipal Harbor and Waterways Plan. The plan, completed in 2020, encompasses goals and recommendations
formulated based on public stakeholder feedback. The plan is to be in place for the next 5-7 years, and be updated
at that point to ensure it continues to reflect stakeholder needs and values. The committee shall work to achieve the
goals and recommendations within the plan as much as practical within this timeframe. Other committees, town
departments and individuals with particular expertise and desired input may be called to participate as needed.
Primary Goals:
 Drive action items with success measures and work plans for plan implementation from 2020 through 2025.


Keep track of new and emerging needs and values to be explored in future harbor plan revisions.



Collaborate and coordinate with town departments and other entities in order to carry out plan goals and
recommendations.
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Responsibilities:
 The committee shall work with town staff and departments to receive updates, feedback, and discuss
progress on plan implementation as needed.


Explore and support multiple funding opportunities to implement plan recommendations.



Research and provide relevant data, ideas, and input on recommendations, project timeframes and
implementation strategies.

Membership:
The committee shall consist of nine (9) regular members appointed by the Select Board for three-year overlapping
terms.
(1) Commercial fishermen or relevant business owner/operator
(1) Rock Harbor slip holder
(1) Representative from the Shellfish and Waterways Committee/Workgroup
(1) Recreation Commission representative
(2) Members of the recreational boating community
(1) Conservation Commission representative
(1) Representative from the Strategic Planning Committee
(1) Member at large
If there are no representatives from the community and committees listed, then the Select Board will appoint an atlarge member in its place.
Meetings:
The committee shall meet monthly to establish a work plan, and then quarterly thereafter, or as needed.
Reports/Reviews:
The committee shall update the Select Board at least annually.
Staff:
Staff support will be designated by the Town Administrator, and includes the Harbormaster.
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APPENDIX D: FINAL ENGINEERING
ASSESSMENT
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MEMORANDUM
DATE

December 24, 2019

TO

Town of Eastham
2500 State Highway
Eastham, MA 02642

FROM Woods Hole Group
107 Waterhouse Road
Bourne, MA 02532
Sent Via Email to: conservation@eastham-ma.gov

Eastham Harbor and Waterways - Engineering and Environmental Assessment
Woods Hole Group Coastal Scientists and Engineers conducted a field assessment of several sites in
Eastham, MA on April 22, 2019 with Allison Novelly of the Urban Harbor Institute at UMass Boston and
Ryan Nolan, Harbormaster for the Town of Eastham. The site visits were scheduled to coordinate with
low tide to better observe water access conditions. The following engineering assessment includes a
summary of existing conditions and associated coastal resource areas found at Collins Landing,
Hemenway Landing, Salt Pond Landing, and Rock Harbor (limited scope, Eastham shore), a formal
evaluation of observed infrastructure, data regarding future inundation at each site, and general
recommendations to improve upon existing conditions. Initial findings were presented to the Town of
Eastham Harbor and Waterways Planning Committee on June 20, 2019, and to members of the general
public at the July 25, 2019 public meeting held at Eastham Public Library.
A. Collins Landing
Collins Landing is located just north of the Eastham/Orleans town line (Figure 1). Access is provided by
a wide, steep paved driveway off of the southerly side of Route 6 which has two northerly travel lanes
and one southerly travel lane at this location. The site is primarily used by commercial shellfisherman
and for access to adjacent aquaculture sites. There are currently 20 commercial mooring permits at this
site and 5 resident mooring permits. Tenders are beached along the shore north of the access ramp.
The 30-foot-wide paved driveway has about a 12% grade as it drops steeply for 60 feet from Route 6 to
the parking area. The driveway also provides access to a private residence located to the south of the
Town property. Parking is available for 3 vehicles plus one handicap accessible designated space. To the
north of the parking area the 16-foot-wide paved ramp slopes towards the water at an 8% grade and
ends at the high tide line with sandy access available at lower tides. A 25’ x 30’ dirt area extends onto
private property to the north of the ramp and provides some additional vehicle or trailer parking.
Overall, vehicular access and maneuverability at the site are very limited due to the proximity to Route
6 and the narrow property width. Route 6 pitches away from the driveway which minimizes any

additional stormwater being directed down the driveway. There are no stormwater collection structures
on the property so the runoff from the driveway and parking drain towards the paved ramp, across the
coastal beach, and directly into the Town Cove with no significant treatment.
The existing concrete retaining wall along the water side of the paved and dirt parking areas and on
either side of the paved ramp is in significant disrepair. The northerly section along the dirt parking area
has temporary braces attempting to support sections of the leaning wall from inevitable failure and
collapse. Since the most degraded portion is not on Town property it may be left to that private owner
to address, but failure of the wall and loss of that protection to the retained fill behind it will eventually
create problems for the Town’s portion of the wall and to the access ramp. The southerly wall around
the paved parking area shows signs of significant spalling along the ramp and collapse at the southerly
end where it abuts the concrete block wall and stone revetment at the private property to the south.

Figure 1:

Collins Landing Google Earth image and MassGIS parcels

Costal Resource Areas
A narrow coastal beach extends 10-20 linear feet seaward from the existing boat ramp and northern
section of concrete retaining wall. Beach sediments in this location are comprised of medium to coarse
beach sand, gravel and crushed shell, and some 2-3” cobble. On the parcel located north of the boat
ramp, a 6-to-8-foot-wide section of saltmarsh, densely vegetated with saltmarsh cordgrass (S.
alterniflora), extends further north along the shore (Figure 2). Landward of the seawall, American Beach
Grass (A. breviligulata) and stiff-leaved quackgrass (T. pycnanthum) grow along the edge of the gravel
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parking area to the base of the coastal bank. The coastal bank is vegetated with mixed native and invasive
woody and perennial vegetation extending 10-12’ upslope to the edge of Route 6 (Figure 3).
South of the existing boat ramp, the coastal beach extends 10 linear feet seaward and terminates
adjacent the existing high marsh, dominated by salt marsh hay (S. patens). The high marsh extends for
approximately 10 linear feet seaward before transitioning to low marsh, dominated by salt marsh
cordgrass (S. alterniflora) (Figure 4). Beach sediments south of the boat ramp consisted of medium to
coarse beach sand, crushed shell, gravel, and some small 2-3” cobble. A series of (3) active shellfish
grants are located within 100 yards of Collins Landing, extending well below mean low water (MLW)
(Figure 5). Active shellfishing of quahogs occurs along the shore of Town Cove north and south of the
boat ramp.

Figure 2:
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Coastal beach and low marsh extending north from existing boat ramp and retaining wall. Existing
retaining wall has been shored up with timbers and steel pipe.

Figure 3:

American beach grass and stiff-leaved quackgrass extend landward from retaining wall at north
end of site. Vegetated coastal bank extends from gravel parking area upslope to Route 6.

Figure 4:

Low-lying retaining wall and narrow coastal beach, high marsh, and low marsh south of the
existing boat ramp.
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Figure 5:

Commercial shellfishing grants extend below MLW into Town Cove.

B. Hemenway Landing
The Hemenway Landing boat ramp is located at the end of Hemenway Road and provides waterfront
access to a channel connecting Salt Pond Bay to Nauset Harbor and the Nauset marsh system (Figure 6).
The roadway extends to provide direct access to the 20-foot-wide paved ramp suitable for launching and
retrieving boats. A dirt parking area off to the south side of the ramp allows 2-3 vehicles depending on
tide levels to park and unload/load kayaks without blocking the ramp. The paved ramp ends at the high
tide line with sandy access available at lower tides.
The site is primarily used by recreational boaters with some commercial fisherman and shellfisherman
launching tender boats to access their larger boats adjacent Nauset Inlet. There are currently 14
commercial mooring permits at Hemenway landing and 12 resident mooring permits. An additional 13
commercial moorings at the Nauset Inlet are currently permitted.
Portable bathroom facilities are available at the lot in the summer season. 11 angled parking spaces for
vehicles with trailers, 10 angled passenger vehicle parking spaces and 3 designated handicap accessible
spaces are available in parking lot to the north of the access road to the ramp. Additional parking seems
to occur along the roadway closer to the trailhead to Fort Hill. An information kiosk is located to the
south side of the ramp access with posted bulletins regarding shellfishing regulations and dog waste
disposal bags.
There are no stormwater collection/treatment structures for approximately 400 feet between the last
highpoint along Hemenway Road to the water. Stormwater runs along the edge of the un-bermed,
paved road, down the access ramp, and discharges directly into the water. The 1,300 square feet of
parking also does not have stormwater collection structures, but pitches towards the handicap parking
where it spills across the narrow existing vegetated bank to the coastal beach where the kayak storage
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is currently located. The existing parking is near the limits of the Town’s property. The adjacent property
on either side is federally owned and is within the Cape Cod National Seashore.
Coastal Resource Areas
A 50-linear-foot-wide coastal beach extends seaward from the existing edge of parking at Hemenway
Landing. At the north end of the parking area, a subtle low-lying coastal bank facilitates the transition
from the paved parking area to the coastal beach. The coastal beach is punctuated by small patches of
saltmarsh hay (S. patens), indicative of high marsh and is made up of medium to coarse sand and gravel.
Low marsh, dominated by saltmarsh cordgrass (S. alterniflora), extends 90-110 linear feet into the
channel abutting Hemenway Landing (Figure 7).
South of the existing boat ramp on Cape Cod National Seashore property, a vegetated coastal bank abuts
a narrow (10-15’ wide) coastal beach. The coastal bank is dominated by native and invasive vegetation
including eastern red cedar (J. virginiana), black cherry (P. serotina), beach rose (R. rugosa), shrub
honeysuckle (Lonicera spp.), and common reed (P. australis). Areas seaward of and directly adjacent to
the existing boat ramp may have become de-vegetated due to the frequent launch and retrieval of boats,
foot and vehicular traffic (Figure 8).
The waters adjacent Hemenway Landing are regularly seeded with juvenile shellfish, providing
recreational shellfishing opportunities to year-round residents and seasonal visitors. Specified areas
adjacent the landing have been designated for contaminated relay, which involves relocating shellfish
from contaminated areas to cleaner waters. Areas designated for contaminated relay remain closed to
shellfishing for extended periods of time, until regular testing determines that concentrations of
contaminants have dropped to satisfactory levels at which point, the shellfish are commercially
harvested.
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Figure 6:

Hemenway Boat Ramp Google Earth image with MassGIS parcel lines.

Figure 7:

Sand and gravel beach north of Hemenway Landing boat ramp. Low-lying coastal bank exists at
north end of parking area. Salt marsh extending seaward from coastal beach into channel.
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Figure 8:

Coastal bank and coastal beach on NPS property south of Hemenway Landing. Area adjacent
boat ramp devoid of vegetation.

C. Salt Pond Landing
The Salt Pond landing access is provided by a narrow, paved driveway off of the easterly side of Route 6
which has two northerly travel lanes and two southerly travel lanes at this location (Figure 9). The site
is primarily used by shellfisherman on Sundays and for access to the adjacent Town shellfish propagation
facility. The landing provides waterfront access to the approximately 20-acre Salt Pond which connects
to Salt Pond Bay.
The paved parking lot has 7 parking spaces and 1 designated handicap accessible space. A gravel
pathway extends around the perimeter of the pond from either side of the parking area. A gravel ramp
on the north side of the parking area is suitable for launching and retrieving boats, but trailer parking as
very limited. A rack for storage of 12 kayaks is available on the edge of the path.
A 95-foot-wide driveway entrance off of Route 6 quickly turns almost 90 degrees northerly and narrows
to 16-foot-wide as it slopes down at an approximately 9% grade and drops 12 feet vertically parallel to
the highway. A paved berm along the easterly edge of Route 6 at the driveway entrance keeps additional
stormwater from running down the driveway, but without any on-site collection the stormwater from
the driveway and adjacent embankment along Route 6 travels down across the parking and either
through a narrow 1-2 foot wide strip of grass before spilling through weep holes at the top of the
bordering concrete retaining wall and out onto the adjacent salt marsh or onto the adjacent gravel path
and then to the salt marsh. Overall the parking area pavement is degraded with multiple overlay patches
evident at the connections to the gravel paths.
The concrete retaining wall structure appears to be stable with no clear evidence of structural
degradation or excessive cracking. Staining along the base of the wall indicates that inundation of the
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stem of the wall occurs on regular tide cycles, but no spalling or corrosion was observed. This protected
estuary inlet does not get the storm wave impacts like the other more exposed town ramps experience.
Nutrient loading to Salt Pond is an ongoing issue that results in annual red tide blooms requiring
temporary closures of the shellfish beds. The wastewater plume from the on-site septic system at the
Salt Pond Visitor Center on the north side of the pond and the direct discharge of stormwater runoff
through outfall pipes from Route 6 drainage structures on the west side of the pond are likely causes of
pollutants to the embayment.
Coastal Resource Areas
Salt Pond Landing contains a narrow coastal beach which extends from the existing parking area to the
edge of the Salt Pond. North and south of the landing, a 20-40-foot-wide saltmarsh extends from the
gravel walking path to the edge of pond (Figure 10). The saltmarsh is occupied by both high and low
marsh vegetation (S. patens and S. alterniflora, respectively). The coastal beach is comprised of coarse
sand and gravel, with some crushed shell. The adjacent coastal bank, located landward of the existing
parking area, is heavily vegetated with native and invasive woody and perennial vegetation including
eastern red cedar (J. virginiana), beach plum (P. maritima), American beach grass (A. breviligulata), black
oak (Q. velutina), and Norway maple (A. platanoides) (Figure 11).
Recreational shellfishing is a popular leisure activity within Salt Pond, supported by an on-site
propagation facility where quahog (M. mercinaria) and American oyster (C. virginica) are grown.
However, the area is often subject to closure due to seasonal fluctuations in the concentration of red
tide (A. fundyense). Concentrations of red tide are frequently monitored and reported by the
Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries.
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Figure 9:

Salt Pond Landing Google Earth image with MassGIS parcel lines.

Figure 10:

High and low marsh thrive adjacent the existing seawall at Salt Pond Landing.
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Figure 11:

Heavily vegetated coastal bank abuts existing gravel pathway adjacent Salt Pond. Coastal bank
extends upslope to Route 6.

D. Rock Harbor
The Rock Harbor landing access is provided by a paved roadway at the end of Dyer Prince Road (Figure
12). The site is primarily used by commercial fisherman and recreational boaters. The landing provides
waterfront access to Rock Harbor Creek with tide dependent access to Cape Cod Bay. Two culverts
located along Dyer Prince Road were recently replaced however, it should be noted that the roadway
frequently overtops and floods at the culvert sites during coastal storm events.
The property is owned by the Town of Eastham, but the paved parking and boat ramp are managed by
the State of Massachusetts. The paved parking lot has at least 53 trailer parking spaces and some
additional spaces available for vehicles. A gravel roadway loops from the northerly end of the parking
lot to the southerly end and provides additional parking and access for slip holders at the Town pier with
39 slips. An asphalt and concrete slab boat ramp on the south side of the parking lot is suitable for
launching and retrieving boats.
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Figure 12:

Rock Harbor Google Earth image with MassGIS parcel lines.

Coastal Resource Areas
Rock Harbor contains a narrow salt marsh located along the base of a low-lying (2-4’ high) coastal bank
along much of the Eastham shore north and south of the State boat ramp vegetated with salt marsh
cordgrass (S. alterniflora) (Figure 13). Landward of the salt marsh at the southern end of the site, a
coastal dune heavily vegetated with American Beach Grass (A. breviligulata) and constructed using
dredge spoils, extends towards the Harbor entrance channel. At low tide, a narrow, sandy coastal beach
extends seaward towards the navigation channel along the entirety of the Eastham shore. The coastal
beach is punctuated by patches of intermittent salt marsh (Figure 14).
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Figure 13:

Salt marsh abuts low-lying coastal bank north of the State boat ramp at Rock Harbor.

Figure 14:

Coastal beach and fringing salt marsh abut the entrance channel at Rock Harbor.

E. Evaluation of Observed Infrastructure
Site and design plans were not available for the landing sites. Design plans for licensing of the culverts
along Dyer Prince Road were found at the Barnstable Registry of Deeds. Engineering assessments of
existing infrastructure are therefore based on visual observations only. Additional inspection methods
(corings, percolation testing, etc.) at the sites would provide additional information that may alter the
following analysis. Available GIS topographic data was reviewed to analyze the potential flooding of the
landing sites from a variety of potential coastal storms. The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)
performs an analysis of the nation’s infrastructure every four years resulting in overall grading based on
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physical condition and needed investments for improvement. We applied those grading criteria, as listed
below, to the Town’s landing sites:
ASCE Infrastructure Report Card Grading Criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Capacity: Does the infrastructure’s capacity meet current and future demands?
Condition: What is the infrastructure’s existing and near-future physical condition?
Funding: What is the current level of funding from all levels of government for the infrastructure
category as compared to the estimated funding need?
Future Need: What is the cost to improve the infrastructure? Will future funding prospects
address the need?
Operation and Maintenance: What is the owners’ ability to operate and maintain the
infrastructure properly? Is the infrastructure in compliance with government regulations?
Public Safety: To what extent is the public’s safety jeopardized by the condition of the
infrastructure and what could be the consequences of failure?
Resilience: What is the infrastructure system’s capability to prevent or protect against significant
multi-hazard threats and incidents? How able is it to quickly recover and reconstitute critical
services with minimum consequences for public safety and health, the economy, and national
security?
Innovation: What new and innovative techniques, materials, technologies, and delivery methods
are being implemented to improve the infrastructure?

Table 1:

Infrastructure Grading Assessment (Based on ASCE Infrastructure Report Card Grading Scale)
Future Operation & Public
Capacity Condition Funding
Need Maintenance Safety Resilience Innovation
C
C
B
B
B
C
B
B
B
A
B
A
B
A
C
C
B
B
B
B
B
-

Site
Collins
Hemenway
Salt Pond
Rock
A
A
A
B
B
Harbor
*Reference: ASCE Waterfront Facilities Inspection Assessment, Heffron (2015)

B

C

-

Collins Landing
• Capacity: The facility lacks adequate parking and services to facilitate any future increase in
commercial or recreational use.
• Condition: The existing pavement and retaining walls are in disrepair and currently require
maintenance and/or replacement. Potential wall failure could jeopardize boat launch access
and/or public safety at the site.
• Funding: Pavement and wall maintenance are not major expenses compared to a complete
redesign, retrofit, and reconstruction. Permitting to repair existing infrastructure in-kind is also
a comparatively straightforward process. Costs associated with the potential purchase of land
or establishment of an easement on private land north of the site currently being used for trailer
storage is unknown and should be investigated by the Town.
• Future Need: The lack of available area and the existence of healthy wetland resources adjacent
to the current boat ramp limits the potential expansion or reconfiguration of the existing
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•

•

•

•

infrastructure. Replacement of failing infrastructure is a critical and relatively cheap investment
of Town resources. Additional improvements can be made in a more cost-effective manner once
failing infrastructure has been improved.
Operation and Maintenance: Routine maintenance of the site are within the Town’s current
capabilities. Sealing of asphalt pavement and grading of dirt parking on a biennial or as-needed
basis will help extend the life of the paved access and parking and provide a more usable site.
Public Safety: The existing concrete retaining wall is in significant disrepair and is an imminent
threat to public safety. Temporary shoring of the leaning wall is not adequate and a sudden
collapse of the wall and retained soil could cause injury or damage to property. Most of the
leaning wall is located on private property to the north, so the Town should either work with that
property owner to address the entire length of wall or repair the portion located on Town land.
Although not leaning, the wall adjacent the parking area shows signs of structural degradation
(full length cracks, spalling, etc.) and should also be repaired or replaced soon. The intersection
of the steep access driveway and Route 6 can be dangerous for a vehicle with a trailer to safely
maneuver. Improved signage and visibility to the south of the intersection could better warn
approaching drivers of exiting vehicles.
Resilience: The majority of the Collins Landing site is located within a 100-year coastal storm
velocity zone as designated by FEMA (Appendix A). During a 100-year coastal storm, floodwaters
will overtop the existing seawall and submerge the parking and boat ramp.
Once the
stormwaters recede the site would drain quickly, but damage to the ramp and wall either directly
by wave action, prolonged inundation, or objects carried by the floodwaters could be significant.
Direct access from this landing site to nearby aquaculture sites or moored boats may be limited
before and during a 100-year coastal storm. Based on an approximate elevation from GIS of 6.0
feet at the parking area, the use of the site can also be restricted by more frequent coastal storm
events with as little as a 5-year return period based on storm scenarios modeled by NACCS.
Innovation: The existing paved boat ramp is in disrepair, especially below mean high water. Tidal
cycles continue to erode the subsurface gravel at the transition from remaining pavement to the
sand and cobble beach. Replacement of the pavement along the ramp with articulating concrete
block mats (ACBM’s) filled with crushed stone would provide a more homogenous surface that
could withstand degradation and allow some stormwater filtering prior to discharge into Town
Cove.

Hemenway Landing
• Capacity: The facility has adequate parking and services to support current use with occasional
overflow parking along the roadway.
• Condition: The existing pavement along the roadway access and within the parking area is in
good condition. The temporary gravel parking along the easterly side of the ramp appears to be
partly on National Park property based on GIS parcels overlaid on Google Earth imagery. Personal
watercraft are strewn across the existing coastal beach north of the boat ramp.
• Funding: Pavement repairs are not a major expense relative to redesign and retrofit. Permitting
to repair existing infrastructure in-kind is fairly straightforward. Purchase of land or easements
for expansion over adjacent National Park land is unlikely.
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•

•

•
•

•

Future Need: The lack of available area and the existence of healthy wetland resource areas
adjacent to the current boat ramp limit potential expansion or reconfiguration of the existing
infrastructure.
Operation and Maintenance: Routine maintenance of the site are within the Town’s current
capabilities. Sealing of asphalt pavement and grading of dirt parking on a biennial or as-needed
basis will help extend the life of the paved access and parking.
Public Safety: Signage displays could be improved to better inform public users of proper use of
the boat ramp, boat storage, and parking to provide safer and more efficient use.
Resilience: The majority of the Hemenway landing site is located within a 100-year coastal storm
velocity zone as designated by FEMA (Appendix A). Floodwaters will submerge the parking and
boat ramp during a 100-year storm event. Once the stormwaters recede the site would drain
quickly, but damage to the ramp and parking either directly by wave action, inundation, or
objects carried by the floodwaters could be significant. Use of this landing site would be limited
before and during a 100-year storm event. Based on an approximate elevation from GIS of 8.5
feet at the parking area, the use of the site shouldn’t be severely restricted by less frequent
coastal storms based on storm scenarios modeled by NACCS.
Innovation: The existing, gently sloping paved boat ramp is in relatively good condition. The
pavement transitions to a natural gravel surface below mean high water. Replacement of the
pavement along the ramp and extending it to mean low water levels with articulating concrete
block mats (ACBM’s) filled with crushed stone would provide a more homogenous surface that
could withstand degradation, provide a more clearly defined boundary and allow some
stormwater filtration from the roadway prior to discharge into Nauset estuary.

Salt Pond Landing
• Capacity: The facility has limited parking and services, but the current use at the site is mostly
for launching small recreational watercrafts (canoes, kayaks, portable boats) due to the limited
boat ramp capacity and restrictions on shellfishing (Sundays only). The site is constricted between
Route 6 and Salt Pond with no room available for expansion.
• Condition: The existing pavement along the roadway access and parking is in disrepair, with
various asphalt patches evident. Storage racks for personal watercraft are in good condition near
the boat ramp.
• Funding: Pavement repairs are not a major expense and could improve usability and longevity of
the landing. Permitting to repair existing infrastructure in kind is fairly straightforward.
• Future Need: The lack of available area and the existence of healthy wetland resources adjacent
to the current boat ramp limit potential expansion or reconfiguration of the existing
infrastructure.
• Operation and Maintenance: Routine maintenance of the site are within the Town’s current
capabilities. Sealing of asphalt pavement and grading of dirt access on a biennial or as-needed
basis will help extend the life of the paved access and parking.
• Public Safety: Signage displays could be improved to better inform public users of proper use of
the boat ramp, boat storage, and parking to provide safer and more efficient use. Although the
steep access driveway makes a sharp turn at the intersection with Route 6 it has a wide entry and
is located between two signaled intersections which helps provide opportunities for a vehicle
with a trailer to enter onto the main roadway more safely.
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•

•

Resilience: The majority of the Hemenway landing site is located within a 100-year coastal storm
flooding zone as designated by FEMA (Appendix A). Floodwaters will submerge the parking and
boat ramp during a 100-year storm event. Once the stormwaters recede the site would drain
quickly, but damage to the ramp and by objects carried by the floodwaters could be significant.
Use of this landing site would be very limited during a 100-year storm event. Based on an
approximate elevation from GIS of 6.0 feet at the parking area the use of the site can also be
restricted by more frequent coastal storms with as little as a 5-year return period based on storm
scenarios modeled by NACCS.
Innovation: The existing, gently sloping, gravel boat ramp is in relatively good condition although
the steeper transition from the paved access road and the sharp angled approach configuration
could prove difficult to maneuver for trailers exiting the Pond. The pavement appears to
transition to the natural gravel surface at higher tide levels which may be why that area shows
signs of multiple patchings. Replacement of a portion of the pavement and the gravel ramp with
articulating concrete block mats (ACBM’s) filled with crushed stone would provide a more
homogenous surface that could better withstand degradation and allow some stormwater
filtration from the roadway prior to discharge into Salt Pond.

Rock Harbor Landing
• Capacity: The State facility provides plentiful parking for trailers with some additional parking
available at the gravel lot by the Town pier(s). The current use at the site is mostly for launching
of small recreational watercrafts due to the limited access through the creek during lower tide
levels. There is a need for an increase in slips as indicated by the long waitlist (20+ years) for slips
at the site.
• Condition: The existing paved roadway access and parking are in good condition. The State’s
paved and concrete slab boat ramp is in good condition. The Town’s pier and float systems were
recently replaced and provide slips along the northerly docking area while the southerly pier and
courtesy dock improve the efficiency of the adjacent boat ramp.
• Funding: The recently replaced piers and floats at the site indicate that the Town has prioritized
this site for improvement funding. The new infrastructure should provide several decades of
usable service with regular care and maintenance.
• Future Need: Although there is a need for additional dockage slips there is a lack of available
space and depth within the narrow Rock Harbor Creek for expansion while still maintaining a
clear navigable channel. Constructing a bulkhead similar to what the Town of Orleans has across
the creek would be difficult to permit given the existence of healthy wetland resources,
specifically, salt marsh, directly adjacent the site.
• Operation and Maintenance: Routine maintenance of the site are within the Town’s current
capabilities. Sealing of asphalt pavement and grading of gravel on a biennial or as-needed basis
will help extend the life of the access and parking areas.
• Public Safety: Signage displays could be improved to better inform public users of proper use of
the boat ramp, boat storage, and parking to provide safer and more efficient use. The concrete
slab portion of the ramp can be a slipping hazard when the tide drops and wet vegetation is
exposed.
• Resilience: The majority of the Rock Harbor landing site is located within a 100-year coastal storm
flooding zone as designated by FEMA (Appendix A). Floodwaters will submerge the parking and
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•

boat ramp during a 100-year storm event. Once the stormwaters recede the site would drain
quickly, but damage to the piers and floats by objects carried by the floodwaters could be
significant. Use of this landing site would be very limited during a storm event. Access to the site
along Dyer Prince Road can also be restricted by overtopping and flooding during occasional
higher tide events and coastal storms with as little as a 5-year return period based on storm
scenarios modeled by NACCS.
Innovation: The recently replaced piers and floats incorporate the latest hardware and materials
available for efficient construction and usable life expectancy of the Town’s infrastructure at the
site.

F. Storm Water Levels and Probability of Inundation
NACCS Storm Cases for the Eastham Shoreline
The North Atlantic Coastal Comprehensive Study (NACCS) is a modeling study done by the Army Corps
of Engineers using a diversity of synthetic storm events to determine water levels affecting the North
Atlantic coast. This modeling effort created an output of return period water levels for the coastline that
can be applied in Eastham. The east side of Eastham produced very different values than the west side
of Eastham. The 6 locations visited by Woods Hole Group during the preliminary engineering assessment
site visit were broken up into two categories. Collins Landing, Hemenway Landing, and Salt Pond Landing
were determined to be on the east side of Eastham due to their connection with Nauset Estuary. Rock
Harbor and the (2) Dyer Prince Road Culverts were determined to be on the West side of Eastham. The
NACCS storm elevations are shown in Table 2 for both the east and west sides of Eastham.
MC-FRM Future Work Write-Up
The Woods Hole Group is in the process of producing similar results to the NACCS at a higher resolution
for the Massachusetts coastline. This modeling effort is being completed as part of the Massachusetts
Coast Flood Risk Model (MC-FRM), which was developed for the Massachusetts Department of
Transportation (Mass DOT) to assess potential flooding vulnerabilities to highways and other
transportation infrastructure. Since the MC-FRM domain includes the entire Massachusetts coastal
area, including Eastham, this model is ideally suited to assess the vulnerability and risk to coastal flooding
of assets in Eastham. The model quantitatively incorporates climate change influences on sea level rise,
tides, waves, storm track and intensity for present day, 2030, 2050, 2070, and 2100. Using statistical
methods, the model gives a probability of inundation during each of these years, and depths associated
with specific return period storms including the 100-year, 200-year, and 1000-year events. Once they
become available, these results could be used to better analyze the vulnerability of specific sites in
Eastham to flooding and the estimated water depths associated with that risk.
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Table 2:

Return Period Storm Water Elevations for the East and West side of Eastham from the NACCS.
NACCS storm elevations for present day (NAVD88 ft.)
Return Period
Eastern Sites
Western Sites
1
4.90
6.34
2
5.64
7.51
5
6.14
8.01
10
6.50
8.40
20
6.82
8.76
50
7.22
9.61
100
7.48
10.66
200
7.74
11.68
500
8.04
12.99
1000
8.27
13.94

G. Conceptual Alternatives for Eastham Harbors and Landings
The Woods Hole Group identified a series of next steps and conceptual alternatives for each site visited
during the preliminary engineering assessment. The conceptual alternatives presented in this section
and graphically displayed in Appendix B took into consideration the existing condition of municipal
assets, input received during the April 2019 Stakeholder Meeting, input received during the June 2019
Harbor and Waterways Planning Committee Meeting, and feedback from Urban Harbors Institute staff.
Once conceptual alternatives have been presented, reviewed, and prioritized, the Woods Hole Group
will develop detailed descriptions (including expected permitting requirements and costs) and
conceptual design imagery of each preferred alternative.
All Town Landings, including Rock Harbor
• Site Survey: Conduct comprehensive site survey of existing conditions and develop baseline
engineering plans for Collins Landing to inform future planning efforts.
• Identify Ownership: Identify opportunities to work with adjacent land owners (private, State,
Federal, etc.) to improve resilience of municipal assets.
• Apply Statewide Model Data: Once available, apply MC-FRM inundation model data to Collins
Landing, Hemenway Landing, Salt Pond Landing, and Rock Harbor to better understand long-term
vulnerability of each site and to inform the development of resilient design alternatives.
• Maintain Existing Paved Infrastructure: Sealing of asphalt pavement and grading of dirt parking
on a biennial or as-needed basis will help extend the life of the paved access, parking, and boat
ramps.
•

•

Improve Stormwater Infrastructure: Complete stormwater management planning studies for
each site. Where feasible, implement traditional stormwater infrastructure (catch basins, berms,
sediment forebays, etc.) to mitigate the flow of untreated stormwater, sediment, and associated
nutrients into adjacent waterbodies.
Shoreline Stabilization: Where feasible, maintain and repair existing coastal engineering
structures. To minimize end effect erosion and soften terminal ends of hard infrastructure,
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•
•
•

•

consider the creation of living shorelines using nature-based materials and native vegetation to
stabilize actively eroding slopes and mitigate storm impacts.
Improved Signage: Signage displays could be improved to better inform public users of proper
use of the boat ramp, boat storage, and parking to provide safer and more efficient use.
Small Boat Storage: Improve small boat storage at each site to minimize impacts to coastal
resource areas and ensure equitable access to waterways.
Commercial Interests:
o Interface with and solicit feedback from the commercial fishing and shellfishing
community to better understand needs at each site.
o Consider dedicated commercial parking spaces and/or dedicated loading/unloading
zones for commercial fishermen and shellfishermen to minimize conflict with recreational
users and ensure equitable access to shared resources.
o Consider developing policies, procedures, and/or dedicated areas at landing and harbor
sites for the staging/storage of commercial fishing equipment.
Natural Resources Management: Develop land management planning documents for each
landing and harbor to minimize impacts of invasive species and improve resilience of native
vegetation.

Collins Landing
•
•
•
•

•

Seawall has reached end of serviceable lifespan. Consider repairing or replacing existing seawall
to mitigate risks to public safety.
Explore land acquisition or easement onto private land north of the site to maintain existing
coastal engineering structure and/or implement additional shoreline stabilization measures to
minimize risk to coastal bank abutting Route 6.
Improve signage and visibility south of the intersection with Route 6 to better warn approaching
drivers of vehicles exiting the landing site.
Consider replacement of the pavement along the ramp with articulating concrete block mats
(ACBM’s) filled with crushed stone to provide a more homogenous surface that could withstand
degradation and allow some stormwater infiltration prior to discharge into Town Cove (Figure
15).
Alternatively, repave existing boat ramp and implement ACBM apron at top of ramp to intercept
stormwater prior to discharging down paved ramp.

Hemenway Landing
• Consider replacement of the pavement along the ramp with articulating concrete block mats
(ACBM’s) filled with crushed stone to provide a more homogenous surface that could withstand
degradation and allow some stormwater infiltration prior to discharge into Nauset Estuary.
• Alternatively, repave existing boat ramp and implement ACBM apron at top of ramp to intercept
stormwater prior to discharging down paved ramp.
• Consider extending boat ramp seaward to minimize impacts to coastal resource areas.
• Consider improvements to infrastructure immediately south of boat ramp to facilitate kayak
launch/retrieval and to minimize conflict between user groups.
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Salt Pond Landing
• Improve signage and visibility south of the intersection with Route 6 to better warn approaching
drivers of vehicles exiting the landing site.
• Consider replacement of the pavement along the ramp with articulating concrete block mats
(ACBM’s) filled with crushed stone to provide a more homogenous surface that could withstand
degradation and allow some stormwater infiltration prior to discharge into Nauset Estuary.
• Alternatively, repave existing boat ramp and implement ACBM apron at top of ramp to intercept
stormwater prior to discharging down paved ramp.
Rock Harbor
• Evaluate the condition of (2) Dyer Price Road culverts to ensure long-term, equitable access to
the site.
• Coordinate with State management authorities to develop long term management plan for
shared resources at the site.
• Consider a dredged material management study and/or dredge feasibility study for approach
channel to Rock Harbor to improve access to the site throughout a greater portion of the tide
cycle.
• Constructing a bulkhead adjacent the existing salt marsh may prove difficult to permit given the
existing regulations. Therefore, it may be prudent to conduct an alternatives analysis and/or
feasibility study to explore options for increased dockage and/or moorings.
• If more berthing and vessel storage is added at Rock Harbor, additional parking will be needed
• Implementing ACBM pads landward of the sloping ramp would allow for some infiltration of
stormwater prior to entering Rock Harbor.

Figure 15:
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ACBM boat ramp apron, Big Pine Key, FL.
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Figure 16:
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Portion of FEMA Flood Risk Map at Collins Landing

Figure 17:
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Portion of FEMA Flood Risk Map at Hemenway Landing

Figure 18:
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Portion of FEMA Flood Risk Map at Salt Pond Landing

Figure 19:
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Portion of FEMA Flood Risk Map at Rock Harbor Landing
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